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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
One of the principle areas of interpersonal relationships that researchers have explored is the co11ccpL of' the
various rewards and costs that are derived from interactions.
It is generally assumed that as the rewards derived from
membership in an interaction increase and as the costs
involved decrease, the individuals will be more attracted
to that relationship.

1n addition, it is assumed that the

level of group members' satisfactions is positively correlated
with group cohesion, such that the greater the satisfaction
level of the group, the greater the cohesiveness of the group.
This relationship between individual satisfactions and &roup
cohesion is predicted from both reward/cost theory (Thibaut
and Kelley, 1959) and social penetration theory (Altman and
Taylor, 1973),

Both theories maJntain that interpersonal

attraction is a function of the amount of rewards that is
present and the amount of costs thaL w i 11 be incur1•cd tln·oue,h
continued interactions.

Thus interpersonal attraction and

group attraction (or the level of group cohesion) appear to
be related to the members' evaluations of the reward/cost
structure (or ratio) of the group.

Altman and Taylor (1973)

state that ''evaluation is an assessment of an immediately
preceding interaction with regard to a personal-subjcctJv e
standard of desireability" (p. 36).

Altman and Taylor's

hypothesis is that the rate and level of social penetration
1

,_')

is a function of the interpersonal 1·cwc.1rd/cost charact.cristics of the interaction, such that the greater the Pewardto-cost ratio, the greater the rate and level of development
of the relationship.

Although adequate theoretical invcstl~a-

tions support the notion that the satisfaction of interpersonal
needs (or the positive ratio of rewards-to-costs) will lead
to greater attraction to the interpersonal relationship on
both an individual level (attraction to the group, or the rate
and level of social penetration processes) and on a eroup
level (the development of group cohesion), empirical research
supporting these hypotheses is lacking.

Thus this study js

an attempt to determine the effects of the satisfaction of
individual group members' needs on the individuals' perceptions of the group interactions and on the groups' task
activities.
Review of Previous Research
Satisfaction of Interpersonal Needs.

One of the problems

associated with the study of the effects of the satisfaction
of individual needs on the dependent variables outlined above
is the determination, or the development, of a deflnition
about what constitutes a reward and/or a cost.

Thibaut and

Kelley (1959) state that "by rewards, we refer to any pleasures,
satisfactions, and gratifications the person enJoys.
we refer to those factors that opeJ•ate to lnhlb.1t
performance of a sequence of behavior.''

01·

(pp. 12-13).

By costs,

deter a
Altman

and Taylor (1973) conclude that "there is no broad consensus
regarding 'important' social needs and their means of satisfaction" (p. 34).
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One of the most common factors that has bc::cn desc1·lbcd
as a source of individual needs is that of the interpersonal
behavioralneedsidentified by Schutz (1960, 1966; see Appendix
A).

He described the concept of interpersonal needs in terms

of the "existence of conditions of an individual the nonrealization of which leads to undesireable consequences 11

(1966, p. 15).

These needs are viewed as interpersonal needs,

the satisfaction of which is produced in the context of
interacting with other individuals.

Schutz postulates lh1 ec
1

basic interpersonal needs.
The interpersonal need for inclusion 1st concerned with,
the individual's desire to maintain a satisfactory relationship with people with respect to interaction and association.
Schutz (1966) has stated that the need for inclusion ls
primarily concerned with initiating a relationship.

Patton

and Giffin (1974) have proposed that "as involvement incl'eases,
the other two dimensions become important·
affection'' (p.

56).

control and

The need for control is concerned with

establishing and maintaining satisfactory relationships with
others in terms of a mutual respect for the competence and
responsibilities of others.

The dimension of affection is

concerned with establishing, and maintaining satisfactory
relationships with others with respect to love and affection.
rrhe Effects of the SatisCa.ct1011 of Jnte1·pet'sona.l
Behavioral Needs on Individual's Perceptions.

Schutz (1966)

postulated that there exists two different perspectives from
which to view interperson~l behavior

what one expresses

toward others and what one wants from otllers.

The !lotion or

"compatibility" refers to the amount of satisfaction that is
gained from interaction with another individual.

The greater

the correlation between what two individuals want from each
other and what they express toward each other, the greater
their compatibility.
Schutz advances a

11

theorem of compatibility" whereby:

"if the compatibility of one dyad, yl is greater than the
compatibility of another, y2, then the mcmbc-1·s or vl at'C' mo!'e
'---·likely to perfer each other for continued personal contact"

(1966, p. 120).
minimal.

The evidence to support this theorem is

Schutz (1966) reports one study by Alexander,

Gonzales, Herming,haus, Marwell, and Wheeless (1957) which
studied the effects of the satisfaction of individuals'
needs on their perceptions of their interaction with other
individuals.

Subjects were members of a fraternity at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

They filled out a

questionnaire which assessed their true feelings toward the
other members of the fraternity, covering a broad range of
likes and dislikes of members and also their choice of leaders.
Compatibility measures were taken of three aspects of interpersonal relationships:

(1) reciprocal compatibility - the

desire for an optimal relation between individuals in ec1ch
need area,

(2) originator compatibility - the development of

members' preferred behavior regarding, originating, and recclvLng
relations; and (3) interchange compatibility - the mutual
expression of a given need area.

For each need and each

person, a distribution of the scores of every other members
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was obtained; all those above the median of these scores were
considered compatible with that members on the particular
compatibility measure; everyone below the median was considered
incompatible.
Compatibility was an accurate predictor of sociometric
choice.

However, a more interesting finding was that the

effects of the particular type or compatibility (in terms of
inclusion, control, and affection) varied with the kind of
sociometric choice beine; made.

'l.1 hus

rol' c ho I co or roommn l 0

compatibility on the affection dimension was most important;
for choice of traveling companion, compatibility on the control
dimension was most important; for choice of fraternity offices,
compatibility on the inclusion dimension was most important.
Thus the study confirmed the notion that compatibility with
others will affect one's preferred interaction, it Rlso pojnts
out that situational factors influence the kind of compatibillty
that is most important for one's preferred interactions.
There appears to be some supporting evidence which
demonstrates that the satisfaction of the interpersonal
behavioral needs, or the positive correlation between what
one wants and what one gets from a particular interaction wlth
another individual, will have significant effects upon an
individual's perceptions with respect to preferred interactions
with others.

However, empirical research directed toward

understanding the effects of the satisfaction of interpersonal
behavioral needs upon members' perceptions of the group interactions and the effects upon the group characteristics (i.e.
task activities) has been laclnn(',.
attempt to determine these effects.

'l'hc pr12scnt study js nn

6
The Effects of the Satisfaction of Interpersonal
Behavioral Need on Group Processes.

Investigations of the

effects of the satisfaction of interpersonal behavioral needs
have focused on two interrelated aspects of group processes:
group cohesiveness and group productivity.

In terms of the

cohesiveness of a group, Schutz (1966) has stated that, "If
the compatibility of one group,
bility of another group,!!!_, then
m" (p. 134, Author's italics).

g,

g

is greater than the c~mpatiwill be more cohesive than

l t does d.ppear lht1l some

groups possess a certain atmosphere of "closeness" or commonness
of purpose that is lacking in other groups.

The concept of

group cohesiveness refers to many different things and there
have been some problems in defining the construct.

Lott (1961)

states that cohesiveness is the cond.Ltion deflned as "tlw.t
group property which is inferred from the number and strengths
of mutual positive attitudes among the members of a group"
(p. 279).

Shaw (1971) has researched the concept of group

cohesiveness from the perspective of the degree to which the
members of a group are attracted. to one another, or tlw dcr,rce
to which the group cohers or "hangs together".

Perhaps the

most useful definition of group cohesiveness has been
provided by Festinger (1950) who has stated that lt is "the
resultant of all the forces acting on the members to remain
in the group" ( p. 2 7 L1) •
Granted that there are differences bctwcL'n g,1·01tps In
terms of the level of cohesiveness, how is this cohesiveness
achieved?

Pat ton and (Hf r ln ( 19'{ 3) have su~~ested that "the

attractiveness or tho r.,1'oup for lt~~ mc'mbc1·s dC'rondr, bc1s1cc1lJy

7
upon the extent to which it s.1t.1sfjed t.hcj1• 111cllvldunl nN'dG"
(p. 82).

Davis (1969) has suggested that "there are a number

of variables that increase the attractiveness of a group,
but all of them have the feature that they increase the satisfaction of the individual's needs through association with
the group" (p. 78).

There has been some research to sup,p:cst

that any kind of satisfaction can lead to increased cohesiveness
and that group cohesion is dependent upon member satisfaction.
Members of cohesive groups are generally better satisfied with
the group than are members of noncohesive groups.

Van Zelst

(1952) found that members of groups formed on the basjs of
sociometric choice had significantly higher job satisfaction
than members of control groups.

Other findings (Marquis,

Guetzkow and Heyns, 1951; Gross, 1954, and Exline, 1957)
attest to a positive relationship between member satisraction
and group cohesiveness.

Shaw (1971) concludes that "the

general findings with respect to group cohesiveness and group
process are therefore reasonably consistent, despite the many
inadequacies in the operationalizing of cohesiveness'' (p. 205).
Thus the satisfaction of group members' needs appears to be
intricately related to the concept of group cohesiveness.
It should be clear from the preceding discussion that
highly cohesive groups are composed of members who are
'
hence, group cohesiveness is one form of group
compatible;

compatibility.

A number of theorists and researchers have

been interested in the consequences of compatibility per se.
Schutz (1966) reports the study by Gross (1957) in which
subjects were formed into five-man groups performJng a serjes
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of experimental tasks and discussions.

A cohesiveness scale

was constructed and each group member was scored on this eightpoint (seven-item) scale.

The group was then given a score

equal to the sum of the individual members' scores on choesiveness.

The nine groups that were involved were 1'anked from 1

to 9 on cohesiveness.

An early ed1tion of the FJRO-B instru-

ment was given to subJects and compatibility scores for all
dyads were combined to give a group compatibility score, and
The results

the groups were ranked according to this criterion.

show that the correlation between total compatlbilJty and
cohesiveness is statistically significant.

Thus compatibility

appears to be a significant variable associated with the
development of group cohesiveness, but more research needs to
be conducted before a final conclusion can be drawn about the
relationship between these two variables.

This study ls an

attempt to discover the reliability of the findings that have
been presented above.
The effects of the satisfaction of group members' needs on
the level of group productivity have been investigated from the
perspective of both the effects of r.;roup coheslvcnc3~ on r~roup
productivity and the effects of need-compatibility on group
productivity.

Schutz ( 196G) has formulated the fol lowing basic

hypothesis, "Tf the compatllnL1ty of'

Lllll'

/'Yl 1 \lf',

b_, J:c,

1\1'c,1Lc1·

than that of another g,roup, ~, than the c;oal achievement of h
will exceed that of ~" (p. 105, Author's italics).

In the

investigations of the effects of the sC1.t1sfactJon of j_nterpersonal
needs upon the level of group productivity, Fiedler (1967) has
stated that interpersonal relationships with a ~roup and task
accomplishment are intricately related.

Davis (1969) has stated
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that ''since cohesive groups are composed of persons motivated
to be together, we would expect group performance to benefit
from cohesiveness through general motivation alone" (p. 78).
The concept of cohesiveness has been shown to have important
implications to all functional groups.

Research suggests that

group members who are attracted to the group work harder to
achieve the goals of the group and that one consequence of
this is higher productivity by more cohesive groups.
Shaw (1971) reports that "relatively few lc1boratory
studies have been designed for the primary purpose of
examining the relationship between cohesiveness and productivity, although there is some evidence on this issue from
studies designed for other purposes'' (p. 201).

Some accepluble

evidence for this hypothesized relationship between group
cohesiveness and productivity derives from field stuuies and
field experiments.

Goodacre (1951), Hemphill and Sechrest

(1952), and Strapp and Hausman (1953) report a positive and
significant re lat ionsh ip between the lwo
studies involving army personnel.

vo..1•

I ab 1C'S ! 11 1· I cl d

Evidence from studies in

the industrial setting are also generally

111

accord with the

positive relationship expected between group collcsivenrss
and group productivity.

Van Zelst (1952a, 1952b), and

Speroff and Kerr (1952) report a positive and slgnificant
correlation between the two variables as applled to work
patterns in the industrial setting.

Finally, there is

evidence that cohesiveness is related to group effectiveness
in the classroom, as reported in a study by Shaw and Shaw
(1962).
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The research directed toward establlshlng, the l'elutlonship between compatibility of needs and group productivity
has generally established positive relationships between these
two variables.

Klein (1956) has indicated that compatibility

of members and similarity of characteristics between individuals
lead to a more effective collaboration and pel'fol'mJ.nco.
Positive results supporting the hypothesis of a positive
relationship between compatibility and productivity were also
reported by Moos and Speisman (1962).

The most conclusive

results of a positive relationship between the two variables
come from the work cited by Schutz (19GG).

Schutz 1•epm·ts

an experiment, entitled "The Harvard Compatibility Experiment 11
which involved the construction of compatible and incompatible
five-man groups based on an early edition 'of the FIRO-B
instrument, and predicted that the compatibles would be more
preductive.

The results showed significant differences (at

the .02 level) between compatibles and incompatibles in the
expected direction.

In another study, Schutz reports that -

although the correlation between compatibility and group
productivity was not significant, it was in the right direction and that the lack of significance was due to the small
number of groups that were involved in the study.

Thus there

appears to be strong evidence to support the notion that the
1

satisfaction of members' needs will influence the level of
group productivity.
There appears to be a firm basis for the hypothesis
that the satisfaction of members' interpersonal needs

(01'

compatibility) is related to both group members' perceptions

,

11

of the interactions that occur in the group and the actual
behaviors in which the group engages.

It would appear -that

the satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral needs is
a powerful indicator of some significant group interactions
and group members' perceptions of those interactions.

The

present experimental study is an attempt to investigate the
relationships that have been found in the previous research
as well as to extend the knowledge about the effects of the
satisfaction of group members' interpersonal needs into new
and relevant areas of concern that may provide fruitful knowledge of such effects in the small group setting.
Research Hypotheses and Relevant Research
The initial conceptual scheme of the study called for
an experimental design that would be capable of demonstratjnc
the effects that the satisfaction of interpersonal behavioral
needs identified above had on the group members' perceptions
of the group as well as the effects on both the level of group
cohesiveness and group productivity.

Howeve1', the concept of

group cohesiveness has remained a clouded issue in most of
the theoretical and empirical research to date.

One of the

problems that is encountered in the literature is an appropriate operational definition of the construct.

There was

a need in this study to relate the sat 1 s fc1cU on or

J

11lc1•persomtl

behavioral needs to a specific form of group bchavlor and
members' perceptions that would have a strong relationship
to group cohesiveness.

Perhaps the best variables that., would

appear to accomplish this purpose is that of "interpersonal
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trust", and this was used as a measure of the eCfects of the
In order

satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral needs.

to understand the usefulness of this construct, it is necessary
to explain what is meant by the concept of interpersonal trust
in terms of an operational definition, to understand the
relationships between lnterpe1'so11al l1'ust n.11d Q,l'uup colws1 vcness and productivity, and to incorporate the use of this
construct into the research hypotheses.
The word "trust 11 is used in a wide ranp:,e of contexts.

We speak about "trusting" many different kinds of things,
but getting a concrete handle on the term appca1·s to be very
difficult.

After numerous research efforts into this area,

Giffin (1968a) concludes that there appear to be three primary
considerations involved in interpersonal trust:
intent, and reliability.

expertness,

Giffin (1968b) states that,

"Expertness is concerned with the speaker's perceived :intellect
or ability; intent with the speaker's goodwill toward the
listener, and reliability with the speaker's perceived ablllty
to actually carry out the act" (p. 4).

In later research,

Giffin has changed the names of these factors to be e~pressed
as:

expertness, dynamism, and character.

The first factor

is analagous to both the intent, or goodwill, or the trusted
person and the reliability of the trusted perso11.

The second

factor, dynamism, is concerned with the degree of activeness
or passiveness which the trusted person displays.

There

appears to be a firm conceptual basis for defin:ing tho construct of interpersonal trust as the result of the three
factors discussed above and empirj cal l'eseaech, Rllhou!',h
limited, does tend to verify these tln'('i.? dimt'11siom,.
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The development of the Giffin Trust Differential (see Appendix
E) has allowed the cone

t of interpersonal trust to be opera-

tionalized effectively and thus allows the construct to be
used as a measure of the nature of members' perceptions of
the interpersonal trust that exists with a particular group.
The formation of interpersonal trust appears to be
intricate
needs .

related to the satisfaction of an individual's

Go 1 em bi e w s ln and Mc Con ln e ( 1 o 7 5 )

3 P

s: u e

t h 3 t t rust

j

s

critical in pepsonal g1·owlh J.nd d8vu.l op111c11l, (1nd LlwL J L
implies the satisfaction of an individual's needs.

Giffin

and Barnes (1976) suggest that ntrust refers to the reliance
upon the communication of the other fitting the previously
held anticipation of effects" (p. 8).

In analyzing McGregor's

(1960) two theories of management, Blake and Mouton (1975)
suggest that the development of trust is essentially based
on the assumption that rewards have been obtained by indivlduals which satisfy their ego and social needs.

Throughout

the available literature, the expectation about the outcomes
is related to the development of trust, such that the more
compatible the outcome is with the initial expectation, the
higher the evaluation of the trusted person or group.

It

would appear that the satisfaction of' membe1·s' .1nte1·pcrsonJ.l
behavioral needs and the formation of individual perception
of trust are intricately related.

The present study ls an

attempt to link these two variables and to observe the effects
of such a procedure.
There has never been a systematic attempt to link the
factors of the interpersonal behavioral needs (inclus1on,
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control, and affection) with those factors of inle1•pe1•tJona.l
trust (expertness, dynamism, and character) that have been
discussed above.

The following hypotheses represent such

an attempt:

1.

There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of an indivjdual
group member's inclusion need and 1..ho
individual's trust in the dynamism of
the group.

2.

There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of an individual
group member's controJ need and the
individual's trust in the expertness or
the group.

3.

There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of an individual
group member's affection need and the
individual's trust in the character of
the group.

Giffin and Barnes (1976) have stated that a "person needs
others in order to be himself" (p.

34) and it would seem

reasonable to infer from this that a person needs others in
order to satisfy himself and his needs.

There are some

theoretical arguments to suggest the possible effects of trust
on particular personal needs, and these arguments provide
the basis for the formation of the research hypotheses above·.
In terms of the satisfaction of the inclusion need, it has
been observed that trust is crucial !'or satisfaction or the
"interpersonal imperative", or the need for validation, which
is achieved through being included by others and by forming
reciprocal, inclusive relationships.

These responses to the

need for validation come in the form of feedback and are often
called "strokes 11 by Transactional Analysts (Berne, 1964, 1972;
and Harris, 1967).

Berne (1964) states that "'strokine;' may be
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employed colloquially to denote any act implying recognition
of another's presense" (p. 15).

Research in small g1·oup

communication has suggested that groups which are involved
in improving interpersonal relationships (such as T-groups)
and have developed a climate of trust have beneficial effects
on persons who are afraid to interact with others (Giffin and
Barnes, 1976).

Through the development of what Gibb (1961)

labels a "supportive climate", Carl Rogers (1961) has suggested
that this atmosphere provides

11

psycholoslcal s,1re1.,y 11

members, thus allowing them to interact with others.

t\)l'

1 ts

Gibb

(1964) identifies acceptance as the primary concern of people
within groups that are in the process of formation, and points
out that it is a need that is satisfied only when people
exercise trust.

Zand (1972) concurs and writes that,

facilitates interpersonal acceptance 11 (p. 229).

11

trust

Gibb (J 9611)

further states that "The acceptance concern has to do with the
formation of trust and acceptance of self and others, the
reduction of fear of self and of others, and the consequent
growth of confidence.

This concern becomes differentiaLed

into concern about degree of membership in the various groups
of which the person is a part 11 (p. 280).

It would appear then

that the need to be included by others, and particttlarly in
the small group setting because of the emphasis on interpersonal
relationships and interdependencies, is posit.1vely cot-related
with trust, such that the greater the satisfaction of an
individual's inclusion need, the greater hls/her trust in the
group.
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It would appear that the need to be included is the
first essential problem faced by group members and Gibb

(1964) states that acceptance is the first "primary modal
concern" and that the "derivative modal concern", stemming
from the need for acceptance, is the need for membership in
the group-

Schutz (1966) ha.s stated ln hls

11

r'osL1llaLL~ of'

Group Development" that groups progress through the same
sequence of developmental stages starting with a concern for
inclusion, moving to a concern for control, and finally
progressing to a concern for affection.

If this is the case,

ur

we would expect the rate [lnd the dce,1·ct~ or :;e-1Llt~f'~1c:Llon

this acceptance, or inclusion, need to be positively correlated
with the degree of trust.

Therefore, since the factor of

dynamism is concerned with the activeness versus passiveness
of a group, it would appear that this would correspond with
the rate of development of the satisfaction of the inclusion
need, and hence we would expect them to be positively correlated.
Thus the hypothesis has been advanced that the satisfaction
of an individual group member's inclusion need will be
positively correlated with his/her trust in the group's
dynamism.
Control behavior refers to the decislon-makln~ process
between people.

The need for control manifests itself as the

desire for power, authority, and control over others.

At the

other end is the need tote controlled, to have responsibility
taken away.

In terms of the general relationship between

interpersonal trust and control behaviors, Giffin (1967)
suggests that the following variables tend to increase as
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trust increases:

acceptance of influence of others, acceptance

of motives of others, and seeking control over the process
rather than over the people involved.

In respect t6 small

group research, Gibb (1964) identifies a primary modal concern
of control which is involved with efficient decision-making
abilities, productivity levels, and overall organization of
the group.

He states that the resolution of these issues

will allow for creative work, interdependence, and role distributions which are conducive to group productivity.

Mills

(1967) has suggested that members of the group are generally
concerned with control issues in terms of the development of
a normative system and power structures within the group, and
that the successful resolution of this stage allows the group
to progress to the stage of collective goal pursuit.

Thus

control appears to be intricately related to the dec.islonmaking abilities of the group, and as such, the satisfaction
of the c9ntrol need would be expected to be positively
correlated with overall trust in the group, and specifically
with perceptions of the group's ability to handle and solve
problems involved in group task accomplishment.
In their discussion of the interpersonal trust dimension
of expertness, Giffin and Barnes ( 197 6) U st knowledu;c, intelligence, experience, education, training, being informed and
logical, and excellence in judgments, as cl'lterla co11l1•lbullllG
\

to this factor.

It would appear that the trust in the expert-

ness dimension of a group is essentially concerned with the
ability of the group to meet and solve lts pi>obJ1.?111s.

As such,

control is the essential function of the group's ability to
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meet its task accomplishment problems, because of its inherent
relationship to decision-making abilities.

A positive relation-

ship would therefore be expected between the successful resolution of the control issues and the members' evaluation of the
Jn tlns

level of trust in the group's expertness dimension.

respect, the hypothesis is advanced that there should be a
positive correlation between the satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral need of control <.1nd tll~' J ndl \" ldt1-..11

~t•L1t1p

member's trust in the expertness of the e:,1·oup.
In general, af('ection bchavJor> 1·ercrs Lo c·Josc• pe1•~,onnl
emotional feelings between people.

Schutz (1966) maintains

that affection is a dyadic relation, it can occur between palrs
of people at any one time.

Nevertheless, it would appear that

we have general feelings about the kinds of affections, at
least in terms of the relative dee;ree of closeness

01·

distance,

that we would like to receive from a group of people, even
though we may primarily want that affection from a particular
person in the group.

Horney (1945) has suggested that each

person has a need for moving toward others which ranges from
mild attraction to love, and which includes relative degrees
of closeness or distance, or relative degrees of affectlonale
behaviors.

Thus, although affection may be primarily a concern

between members of a dyad, there can be little doubt that we
have general feelings about the degree of affection tnat we
would want to give and receive from a group of people, and
Schutz's (1966) instrument - the FIRO-B - is capable of
measuring exactly that.

There is surely a difference in the

type of affection that we expect to give and receive in a
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T-group, on a football team, and as c1 mcmbe1· or

a11

01·e,crnl:..~c1LJ 011~1-L

task force, and the instrument is a generalized form of the
need for affection.
In terms of the relationship between affection and trust,
Giffin (1967) has stated that increases in trust is positively
correlated with increases in poslt..1.ve al'fl?ct,
an individual or a group of people.

01'

J_Jh.lne, l'ot'

It would also be exp2cted

that there are differences in the particular needs that
individuals have concerning their need for affection and that
the successful satisfaction of those needs, whatever they may
be, will be posit1.vely correla.ted w..1.th l11c1·ec1~:,ed trust ln the
person or group.

Because of the relationship between affection

behaviors and emotional feelings, affection plays an lmportant
role in terms of the desire on the part of an individual for
consistent behavior, that is, there is a tendency within
people to want their affectionate relationships to be,relatively
stable.

This is due to the fact that affection behaviors

require a great deal of investment on the part of the lndividual
in terms of giving emotional feedback to others and receiving
such feedback from others, the result being that the individual
seeks consistent affection behaviors once he/she has formed
an impression of what they expect to give and receive in a
relationship.

The factor of character in the interpersonal

trust scale is concerned with dependability, precilcta.bl 1 .I ty,
or favorable intents of the trusted person (Giffin and Barnes,

1976) and appears to be related to the overall Judgment of
consistency within the other person being Judged.

This would

seem to be positively correlated with the satlsfact..1.on of the
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interpersonal need of affection, such that the greater the
satisfaction, the greater the trust in the character of the
group.

Because of this pr'oposed relationship between the

factor of character and the notion of consistency, or dependability, it is expected that there will be n posjtjvc correlntion between the satisfaction of an individual group member's
affection need and trust in the character of the group.
Interpersonal trust is prirn . ~rily

J.

pcrccr'l u:11 event .

in that we measure and conceive of lnteJ'personal t1'U:3t as
not what is actually there but what

JS

perceived to be there.

Thus interpersonal trust is a perception made by an individual
toward another individual or group of people, which may or
may not be based on actual reality.

This would lead us to

believe that there may be a relationship between interpersonal
trust and other percept ions of an indi victual or t\roup or
people.

Given that we have our interpersonal needs satisfied

and that we have formed a perception of the degree of our
interpersonal trust of a group of people, what other perceptions might be positively correlated with these two features?
The following hypotheses are attempts to delineate possibJe _
relationships from such a perspective

4.

There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of an individual
group member's interpersonal needs and
the individual's evaluation of the Broup's
problem-solving abilities.
4A.

There will be a positive relationship between the satisfaction of an
individual group member's control
need and the individual's evaluation
of the group's problem-solving abilities.
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These hypotheses suggest a relationship between the
satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral needs, the
formation of interpersonal trust, and the evaluation of
the group's problem-solving abilities.

The satisfaction

of interpersonal needs is positively correlated with the
overall trust in the group, as outlined in the previous
pages, which is also proposed to be positively correlated
with an individual's perceptions of the
abilities of the group.

t•1'0bl<.."'Pl-Sl.•l\ ill~',

A 1'elc11..,lo11slllp between tlle succes::ofuJ

satisfaction of interpersonal needs in general and the
evaluation of the problem-solving abilities of the group is
expected because of the positive relationship

between inter-

personal relationships in groups and successful group accomplishment.

The satisfaction of the interpersonal need for cont1·ol

would also be expected to be positively correlated with the
evaluation of the problem-solving abilities of the group,
such that the greater the satisfaction of the individual's
need for control, the greater the evaluation of the group's
problem-solving abj lities by that individual.

[;1nc0: tlle

control need is related to the decision-making abilities of
the group, and because of the proposed 1·elatlom,hip bclween
the satisfaction of the control need and trust in the expertness dimension of the group, we would expect there to be a
positive relationship between the two variables above.
There is also to be expected relationships between the
satisfaction of the interpersonal needs, the formation of interpersonal trust in the group, the cohesiveness of the Group,
and the level of group productivity.

The inclusion of the

perception of the group's problem-solving abilities from a
group perspective, via the summation of individual member's
scores, allows the contrast to be made between perceptions
of problem-solving abilities and actual problem-solving
abilities as measured through some form of actual task that
the group must accomplish.

The followin~ hypothesis is

advanced to reflect the proposed relationship between the
satisfaction of interpersonal needs and group productivity:

5.

There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of c.;roup
members' inte1•pers<Jno.l needs nnd l,llc
level of group productivity.

The relationship proposed in the above hypothesis attests
to the belief that the satisfaction of group members' interpersonal needs is positively correlated with the formation of
interpersonal trust between the members of the group, whJch
aids the group's level of productivity because of the relationship between interpersonal trust and group cohesiveness.

The

relationship between group cohesiveness and group productivity
has already been explored and if interpcPsonal trust can be
linked with group cohesiveness, a useful bridge may have
been formed for testing the bJ.sic postuL1lcs advL111cc'd by
Schutz.
Golembiewski and McConkle (1975) begin

thelr article

on trust by stating that, "perhaps there is no single variable
which so thoroughly influences interpersonal and group behavior
as does trust ... " (p.

31).

Gibb ( 196L1) is convinced that

the movement from fear to trust is the critical process in
human growth.

Briefly, Gibb (1964) argues that increases in

trust lead to more timely feedback, more effective communication,
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and constructive action.

To adequately understand the effects

of trust on the cohesiveness of the group, the relationship
between interpersonal trust and coopel"ation must be analyzed.
Thus Deutsch (1962) has argued that trust is the central
prerequisite of cooperation, and numerous research efforts
(Deutsch, 1960; Tedeschi, Hiester, and Gahagan, 1969; and
Boyle and Bonachich, 1970) provide support for a positive
relationship between trust and cooperation.

Thus there

appears to be sufficient linkages between a highly trusting
group atmosphere and highly cohesive groups.
The relationship between group cohesiveness and group
productivity has been explored in this paper, but there also
appears to be sufficient Justlf1.ca.tlon fo1·

il

posll,Lvc t•cLaLlon-

ship between group trust and group productivity.

Zand (1972)

noted that in low-trust groups, "interpersonal relationships
interfere wlth and distort perceptions of the problem.

Energy

and creativity are diverted from finding comprehensive realistic
solutions ...

11

(p. 238).

Among the results obtained w1th

high-trust groups the following features were observed to be
related to enhanced problem-solving:

more open exchange

of relevant ideas and feelings, greater clarification of goals
and problems, more extensive search for alternative courses
of action, sharing influence more broadly among all participants,
greater motivation to implement decislons, and greate1• feelings
of interpersonal closeness, or team cohesiveness when group are
involved (Golembiewski and McConkie, 1975),

Thus there appears

to be ample evidence to support the positive relationship
between high levels of group trust and lngh levels of c;t·o11p
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productivity.

The hypothesis has thus been advanced that

there is to be expected a positive correlation between the
satisfaction of group members' needs and the level of group
productivity.
The design of the hypotheses and their relative correlations between variables is presented in figure 1.

It is

noted that the environmental characteristics, or the speclfic
situational characteristics of the group, influence the four
major variables that have been ldcnllJ'l0d.

I\ plloL :.3l,11dy

suggested that the attendance of the members of a group, as
well as the relative degree of attendence of the group ltself,
in terms of whether or not the members, or all the members,
had been present for all sessions, was an important variable
and had some important consequences for the dependent measttrcs.
Since the experimental study took place within the confines
of a classroom environment, the groups had different Ol'ientations, or purposes, and this became a relevant factor in the
study.

These factors will be outlined below and the hypotheses

corresponding to each factor will be explicated.
A full attending member was defined as a member who had
attended all of the sessions, and intact groups wel'e defined
as those groups in which all members had been present for
all sessions.

Likewise, a partial attending member was defined

as an individual who had missed at least one group session,
and a non-intact group was defined as one Ln whlch at leasl
one member had missed at least one group session.

The following

hypotheses were advanced for this independent variable.

FIGURE 1:

Basic Design of the Hypothese s
Environme ntal
Character istics
(Intactnes s &
Purpose of Groups)

SatisfacG ion of
InGerpers onal Needs

f-----7

1

Perception of the Level
of Group Trust (Group
Cohesiven ess)

Perception of Group's
Prob ler1-Sol ving
Abilities

Level of
Group
Productiv ity

Control ~,------) Expertn ess

Affectio n~<----- ) Character

Correlated With

~.1
\.,;7
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6.

Full attending members of intact groups
should show significantly greater satisfaction of interpersonal needs in all
areas than full attending members of
non-intact groups.

7.

There will be a positive relationship
between (a) member attendance and
interpersonal trust, and (b) group
intactness J.nd intcrpci':3011'-1] t1•ut:1t.

8.

There will be a positive relationship
between (a) member attendence and
evaluation of group's problem-solving
abilities, c1lld (b) ,'.\P('>llr1 j 11L1chw~~~~ :111d
evaluation of g,roup' s pi'obl8m-so1 vine,
abilities.

9.

There will be a positive re]ationship
between group jntact11cs:) J.lld e_,t•oup
productivity.

The majority of the research supporting these hypotheses
comes from the industrial setting in which absenteeism from
the job is correlated with job satisfaction.

Numerous

researchers (l\:atz and Kahn, 1966; Vroom, 19611; Wej tz and
Nichols, 1953; Giese and Ruter, 1949; and Fleishman, Harris,
and Burtt, 1955) have found positive correlations between
satisfaction and reduced absenteeism.

The logical extension

of these findings to the area of interpersonal need-satisfaction is that full attending members of intact groups should
show significnatly greater satisfactlon of their interpersonal
needs than full attending members of non-intact groups.

This

is believed to be the case because the high absentee rate
in non-intact groups will affect the amount of satisfaction
that can be obtained even for full attending members of
those groups.
If the above relationship is true, then it follows that
there should be a positive relationship between member
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attendence and group intactness with trust in the group.
If we assume that the satisfaction of needs is positively
related with trust in the group, then the effects of
attendence becomes obvious and the relationship between
attendence and trust in the group becomes a positive one.
Katz and Kahn (1966) have suggested that the formation of
group cohesiveness leads to decreased turnover and absence
rates.

Given this perspectj ve, we would expect- n posi ti

Vl"'!,

relationship between attendence and trust ln the f9'0UP,
from both an individual and a group perspective.
The other hypotheses are concerned wltl1 the effects of
attendence upon the perceptions of the group's problemsolving abilities and the actual level of group productivity.
Many researchers (Katz and Kahn, 1966; Lickert, J967) have
found that group effectiveness and high productivity are
positively correlated with low absence and turnover l'dtes.
It is hypothesized that member attendence and group intactness should be positively correlated with the evaluation of
the group's problem-solving abilities.

1t is true that

attendence is positively correlated with level of trust in
a group, and if trust in the group is positively correlated
with the evaluation of the group's problem-solving abilities,
then it makes sense that member attendence and group
intactness should be positively correlaled witll the cv,1luation of the problem-solving behavior.

In addition, the

hypothesis has been advanced that member attendence and
group intactness will be positively correlated with actual
group productivity, allowing the comparison between percep-

tions of an actual group productivity based on this jndependent variable.
The variable of group purpose, or group orientation,
became a relevant variable because of the demand characteristics of the classroom environment.
orientations were involved:

The use of flve group

(1) Experjmental groups; (2)

Long-term work groups; (3) Short-term work groups;
Learning groups; and (5) T-groups.

(4)

The hypotheses that were

advanced were done so only for intact groups to limit the
number of hypotheses to be tested.

'The following, hypotheses

were advanced:
10.

Learning groups and T-groups should show
a significantly greater satisfaction of
the inclusion need than all other groups.

11.

Long-term work groups and Short-term wor~
groups should show a signifi cnnt ly f.l'C'Gter
satisfaction of the control need lha11 all
other groups.

12.

T-groups should show a significantly ~rcater
satisfaction of the affection need than
all other groups.

13.

Long-term work groups and Short-term work
groups should show a significantly greater
trust in the expertness of the group than
all other groups.

14.

T-groups, Long-term work groups, and Shortterm work groups should show a significnatly
greater trust in the dynamism of the group
than all other groups.

15.

T-e:,roups should show a sie:,nificantly greater
trust in the character of the group th~n all
other groups.

16.

Long-term work groups and Short-term work
groups should show a significantly greater
evaluation of the group's problem-solving
abilities than all other groups.
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17.

Long-term work groups and short-term work
groups should show significantly Breater
levels of group productivity than all
other groups.

In terms of the satisfaction of interpersonal behavioral
needs, it would appear that given the relative ambiguity oC
the T-groups and the Learning groups, the latter having as
their purpose the formation of either a work group or a
social group or both, inclusion would be of primary importance.
Before the ambiguity of the groups can be resolved in terms
of the adequate development of group goals, it is first
necessary to fulfill the individual group members' need for
inclusion.

It would also be expected that the ambiguity of

the situation would demand that the ~roups resoJve their
need for inclusion, and hence the hypothesis above has
been advanced accordingly.

With the emphas1s of the work

groups on the decision-making process, it would be expected
that the satisfaction of their members' control need would
be significantly greater than any of the other groups.
Given the nature of T-groups, researchers have noted a high
degree of affection being exchan&ed among members, and thus
it is posited that T-groups will have thelr members' affection
need met significantly more than any of the othci· p;1•oups.
In terms of the dimensions of trust, we can observe
some re lat ions hips between the sat _Ls rac t lon o I' ln i., el'pc1·sonal
needs and the type of group trust as mediated by the purposes
of the group.

ln terms of the dimension of expertness, we

would expect that the Long-term and the Short-term work groups
to have a greater trust in this dimension.

It would also

be expected that they would have a e:rea t er trtts t in the
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dynamism of the group, since given that the groups have a
problem to solve, it would be expected that the groups would
progress along this line, and hence exhibit a higher trust
in the dynamism of the group than the other groups.

In terms

of character, the T-groups are concerned with the cstnbLishment and maintenance of relationships based primarily upon
the exchange of affectionate behaviors, and it would be
expected that these groups 1vould show

3.

si2,nj Cicantly

~~l'\?at('r

trust in the character of the g,roup than all olhe1' t:;roups.
Thus with the exception of two types of

(

[\J'Oups

Lile Tic,1.1·11 l ng

groups' relationship with the inclusion need and the work
groups' relationship with tr~st in the dynamism of their
group) we observe that the groups which are hypothesized to
have their inclusion need met significantly more than other
groups are also the ones hypotheslr~cd to h:1vc

f':i'CClLC'l'

tl

l ovcl

of trust in the dynamism of the group, the groups which are
thought to have their control need met significantly more than
other groups are also thought to have a greater level of trust
in the expertness of the group; and the groups which are
believed to have their affection need met sigm ficantly more
than other groups are the ones hypothesized to have a Breater
level of trust in the character of the group.

l hus the study

11

lends some interesting information to the proposed relationships between the satisfaction of interpersonal needs and the
factors of interpersonal trust as mediated by the orientation
of the group.
In terms of problem-solving behaviors, it is expected
that with the emphasis of the Long-term and the Short-term
work groups on decision-making processes, that these e,roups
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would show significantly greater evaluation of thelr groups'
problem-solving abilities and greater levels of
tivity.

['J'Ollp

produc-

This is based directly on the type of orientation

that they possess, the nature of problem-solving, and therefore
these groups are seen to be significantly higher on these two
dependent variables than all other groups.
Review of Subsequent Chapters
Chapter 1 has outlj ned the basj c ~,ssumpt t 011s,
literature, and the present study's hypotheses.

i)l'f'V

t nm;

The hypotheses,

the relevant variables, and the research literature have been
given detailed consideration in this section so as to provide
the reader with an understanding of this experimental study.
Chpater 2 will outline the procedures and the methodology
that was used in the experimental design of the study.

Chapter

3 will present the statistical results that correspond to
the hypotheses that have been advanced in this study, and
Chapter

4 will attempt to interpret and discuss the statisLical

results in terms of their implications for the hypothesized
relationships.

CHAPTER TWO
PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The design of the experiment called for specific
procedures which were capable of investigating the relationship between the satisfaction of individual's interpersonal
needs and their perceptions of group characteristics and
processes.

A pilot stuliy had been conducted tn the summ01•

of 1975 to determine the feasibility of the basic assumptions
of this project as well as to refine the actual deslgn or
the experiment.

It was found in the pilot study that those

subJects whose needs had been satisfied (determined through
the correlation of pre-post measurements) were generally
more satisfied with the progress of the group, as measured
by a five-point scale of sa.tisfaction developed by tills
researcher.

In subsequent post-hoc analyses of the pilot

study, through the use of informal interviews, it was found
that those members who had attended all of the group sessions
seemed to be better satisfied with the progress of the group
than those members who had missed at least one sc ss 1011.

'l'trns,

member attendence and group intactness became important
research variables and a full attending member and an intact
group were operationally defined as those members or groups
in which attendance has been evidenced at all of the sessions.
On the basis of further suggestions from colleagues as well
as the nature of the subject pool, it was decided that the
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inclusion of group orientations as an independent variable
might shed some light on the relationship between predetermined
group goals and analysis of group inte1·actlo11s.

ln tho

current study, this was linked with group intactness in order
to observe the interaction effects upon:

(1) the perceptions

of individual group members summated, and (2) the actual group
behaviors, as measured through some form of productivity
measure.

Thus, through the findings of the pilot study, the

investigation of the individuals' perceptions of the group
focused on two ~mportant characteristics of members' inter-

(1) the effects of the satisfaction

actions with the group:

of interpersonal behavioral needs on the dependent variables,
and (2) the effects of member attendcncc on the dependent
variables.
Selection of Subjects
One of the purposes of this study was to investigate
the development of the satisfaction of group member's interpersonal behavioral needs in a "natural" group, defined
operationally through the selection of subJects from classes
that participated in some form of group behavior as part'of
the course.

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the

subject pool that were used in this study.

In all, five

instructors wc1 e selected :.rnd Lht·~c d l C'l\·1'('nt Lypt':~
1

classes were involved.

l)r

Four of the instructors taught a

basic speech course designed for freshmen and sophomores,
while the fifth instructor taught an advanced undergraduate
course on group dynamics.

Instructor A taught Speech 130:

Fundamentals of Speech - Speaker-Audience Communication;
'Instructor B, C and D taught Speech 140:

Fundamentals of

Speech - Interpersonal Communication; and Instructor E
taught Speech 540:

Human Relations in Group Interaction I.

Table 1 presents the number of subjects participating in
each class, the number of classes, and the number of
"casualties".

A "casualty" was defined as an individual

who was deleted from the experiment due to a particular
problem (i.e. illness, disenrollment, etc.).

Thus the study

eventually consisted of five instrucbors, eleven classes,
two hundred and sixteen subjects and twenty-six casualties.
Instruments Employed in the Study
The instruments employed in the study are summarized
in Table II.

A more detailed explanation of each follows:

Schutz's Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation Behavior (FIRO-B) - Revised Form (Frey)
Schutz's Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation
measure (see Appendix A) expresses the basic notion that
every individual orients himself/herself in characteristic
ways toward other individuals and that knowled&e of these
orientations allow for considerable unde1·stn.ndln~ of
individual behavior and interaction of people.

Schutz (1960)

has stated that:
The primary pnrposcs 101' developing, F IRO-B arc
(1) to construct a measure or how an individual
acts in interpersonal situations, and (2) to
construct a measure that will lead to prediction
of interaction between people, based on data
from the measuring instrument alone.
In this
second regard, FIRO-B is somewhat unique among
personality tests.
It is designed not only to
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TABLE I·

Instructor

Nature of SubJect Pool

Nature
of Class

Number of
Classes

Number of Number of
Subjects Casualties

A

Speech 130

2

26

(-i

B

Speech 140

2

51

3

C

Speech 140

3

65

7

D

Speech 140

2

48

E

Speech 540

2

26

5

11

216

26

TOTALS

TABLE II:

I.

II.

Instruments Employed in Study

Individual Data Measurements
A.

Schutz's (1960) PundamentaJ lnlc1•pcr:3onal
Relations Orientation - Behavior (FIRO-B)
- Revised Form (Frey)

B.

Giffin's (1968) Trust Differential (GTD - From E)

C.

Giffin and Patton's (1973) Evaluation of
Problem-Solving Behavior Form (PSB)

D.

Member Attendence

Group Data Measurements
A.

Group Intactness

B.

Group Intactness X Group Orientation

C.

Group Productivity Measure - NASA - National
Aeronautics & 1Space Administration Form
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measure individual characteristics but to
measure specifically characteristics that
may be combined in particular ways ... to
predict relations between people (p. 58).
This measure yields six scores.

expressed inclusion

behavior (e 1 ); wanted inclusion behavior (w 1 ); expressed
control behavior (ec); wanted control behavior (we), expressed
affection behavior (eA); and wanted affection behavior (wA).
The test includes nine items for the measurement of each of
these six variables.

The items are scored according to the

Gutman method of cumulative scale analysis.

the technique

of Guttman scale analysis, scales comprised of items regularly
decreasing in popularity are constructed and individuals
items sequentially to a given point and

will thus ace

then reJect the remainder.

Ttems for en.eh varl-1b.lt"' a1't'

scattered throughout the questionnaire and the sorting for
each variable is done through the use of a code sheet (see
Appendix D).

Schutz (

60) has stated that the nine-item

scale has the virtues of:
(a) providing sufficient length for acceptable
reliability (stability) of the sea.le, (b)
providing sufficient categories for dividing
respondents into as many classes as desired,
( c) keeping the questj onnaire l'casonably short
fty-four items) and brlef, (d) keepine
(
scoring uniform among scales and in single
digits for computational ease (p. 60).
The Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation
measure (FIRO-B) is thus an important and usef'ul instrument
for the measurement of the basic level of need a satisraction
for individuals

the maJor dimensions of interpersonal

behavior defined by the theory of the instrument.

Schutz (1960) has descr-1bed rnetlwds wlwt'l'b:V It i:,
possible to ascertain the individual's needs within particular
social situations and this is operationally defined through
the substitution of specific words in the questions that the
instrument uses.

In this study, the pretest (see Appendix B)

was comprised of items thot were 01·1 c11tcd tow:i1·d the

JlC'l'Cf'))-

tion of the future behavior that the individual group member
wished to express and receive from his/her particular group.
The items were transformed from their original nature through
the use of substituting verbs with future tenses ("1 will
try", "I will let", etc.) for the present tense verbs used
in the instrument designed by Schutz (1960).

The postest

(see Appendix C) consisted of items that were oriented toward
the perception of the behaviors that had occured as a result
of interactions within the group.

-

'l'he items were transro1·mcd

through the substitution of past tense verbs ("I have tried 11

,

"I have let", etc.) for the present tense verbs of the FIRO-B
instrument.

'rhe method of scorine) the revised j_nstruments

was the same as that used to score the original FIRO-B
instrument, as explicated by Schutz (1960).

Thus the revised

forms were used as a measure of the in1-tial perceptions of
future behavior withln the group nnd

a measure or the

perceived behaviors that had occured as a result of the
interactions within the group.
Giffin's (1968) Trust Differential (GTD - Form E)
The Giffin Trust Differential (see Appendix E) and the
scoring key for the instrument (see Appendix F) were developed
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to measure the three salient areas of interpersonal trust
that have been researched and developed by Giffin (1968):
expertness, dynamism, and character.

The instrument is a

twenty-seven item semantic differential test, constructed
of seven-point bi-polar rating scales.

Each of the dimensions

of the measure of interpersonal trust are composed of nine
items that purport to measure individuals' perceptions or
other individuals or groups of people, and the instruct.ions
for the completion of the questjo1111c.Llrc

cllld

Lho sco1'1ng

or

it remain constant regardless of the attitudinal object in
question.

The instrument was thus an ideal one for use in

the present experimental study because:

(a) it is a reliable

measure of the three salient areas of interpersonal trust,
(b) it is applicable to the study of individual's perceptions
of a group, and (c) it provides a relatively efficient and
uniform measure of orientations toward interpersonal trust.
Giffin and Patton's (1973) Evaluation of Problem-Solving
Behavior Form (PSB)
The problem-solving behavior form developed by Glffin
and Patton ( 1973) is an instrument wlnch cmphnsj zes tlw scl rperceived evaluation of the ability of a group to solve the
problems, the tasks, with which it 1s faced.

The instrument

(see Appendix G) is a sixteen item measure constructed of
five-point bl-polar ratin~ scales that ore additive by nature
and produces an overall score of an individual's perceptions
of hls/her group's problem-solving abilities.

1.1hc instrument

was important for the purposes of this study for two reasons:

1, 0
(a) it provides a measure of important task and interpersonal
variables that contribute to a group's problem-solving
abilities, and (b) it is a self-perception instrument which,
when contrasted with an actual measure of group problemsolving ability, may show the relationship between an
individual's perception of a group's problem-soJving abilit1es
and the group's actual problem-solving behaviors.
Member Attendence and Group Intactness
The pilot study has shown that one of the problems with
the design of the experiment was the tendency for there to
be a lack of full information (a lack of full responses on
all of the measurement instruments) for some individuals
because of their absenteeism from the group on the days that
the pre and/or post measurements were administered.

This lack

of full ,information made it impossible to correlate the pre
and post measures of the revised FIRO-B forms and thus
threatened the analysis of the results of this experiment.
To compensate for this tendency, it was decided that there
needed to be some method whereby individuals could be measured
with respect to whether or not they had atte11dcd .J.11 of the
sessions.

Full attending members were operationally defined

as those members who had been at all of tll0 eiroup ~,et,s1O11s,
and partial attending members were defined as those individuals
who had missed one or more of the group sessions.

Consequently,

intact groups were defined as those groups in which all members
had attended all group sessions, and non-intact groups were
defined as one ln which at least one member had missed at
least one session.

Instructor E's groups, Speecl1

540 gruups,

were not included in the analyses of the intact versus
I

non-intact variab
groups, specific
( 20).

s because of the nature of these particular
ly the size of the groups were too large

This procedure proved to provide an approp1·iate men.11s

of hand

the problems identified in the pilot study, all

one hundred and ninety subjects were able to complete all of
the measurement instruments.
part

The breakdown for full versus

attending subJects was one hundred and fi

y-nine to

thirty-one, respectively; lntacL ve1'su:..:; 11011-lnLacL g1 ouµG wuG
1

thirteen to twenty-six, respectively.
Group Intactness X Group Orientation
The groups were initi

broken into five

fferent

kinds of group orientations and were defined and differentiated
with respect to their purpose for formation.

Each instructor

chose the kind of group orientation that their partlculnr
classes would use based on the purposes of the classroom
situation and the instructor's individual needs.

There were

five group orientations under five different instructors,
each with tts own purpose and group goals.

The relevant

characteristics for these five group orientations arc presented
in Table III and the nature of the group orientations are
explicated below.
Instructor A - Experimental Group Orientation.

Instructor

A informed the group members that they we1·e to be part of an
experiment that was designed to discover the differences
between group orientations and that they would serve in some
way as control groups to be matched aE;ainst other orientt).tions.
These groups were allowed to meet and discuss any items that

TABLE III:

Group Orientation Characteristics
Number-Size of
Non-Intact Groups

Number-Size of
Intact Groups

Group
Orientation

Total Number
of Groups

Pt

Experimental

6

2

- 3

2 -

B

Long-Term Work

10

3
3

-

3 - 5
1 - 6

C

Shor-c-Terrn Work

13

4 - 4
3 - 5
4 - 6

D

Lea:!'.'ning

10

Instructor

4

2

1

r-g!'oup

4
6

- 4
- 5
- 6

5

2 -

5

2 -

5

1 - 6

2

r\J

were deemed important by the group with no directions given
by the instructor.
Instructor B - Long-Term Work Group Orientatlon.

1.'hese

groups were formed with their purpose being a presentation
of a group project at the end of the semester, and that the
grade that each group received would be applied to each
individual member of the group, thus making their members
interdependent.

The members of these groups were oriented

toward accomplishing a task through problem-solving processes,
the groups were small in size (usually 5-6 members eacl1),
and had some form of psychological membership with interdependent role and norms, the four attributes Cole (1970) and
Williams (1970) maint

characterizes a task ~roup.

Instructor C - Short-Term Work Group Orientation.
groups were formed

r the purpose of oe

These

study groups which

would meet together for three weeks to prepare for an examination that was part of the basic speech course.

There was no

type of group project forrnalJy assip,ned, but tlw emphasis \v:rn
placed upon utlizing the time together to study for the
examination through the
so that members could exc

fferent

ion of roles and work loads,

useful information with one

another.
Instructor D - Learning Group OriBntation.
were

These groups

lowed to decide for themselves the particular direction,

or orient

ion, that they would have, and were labelled

"learning groups" by the instructor because of the need for
the groups themselves to reach a decislon on what would be
their

s.

In this regard, the groups had the opportunity
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of deciding whether to be a work group, a social ~roup, or
some combination of the two.
Instructor E - T-group Orientation.

The members of

these groups were instructed that they were part of a group
designed to discover how they relate to other human beings,
for the purpose of changing their behavior, if so desjred,
to fit their own perception of ideal personal behavior.
Egan (1973) states that the T-group orientation is "a
particular kind of laboratory training and learning in which
the personal and interpersonal issues are the direct focus
of the group" (p. 10).

Thus these groups were given initial

instructions as to the nature of the groups and were then
allowed to develop their own procedures for the successfuJ
attainment of the group goals.
The five groups exhibited large degrees of differences
in their purposes, or orientations, while remaining fairly
consistent with respect to size and experimental manipulations.

The variable of "Group Intactness" was linked with

the variable of

11

Group Orientation" for two specific reasons:

(1) as a method of analyzing and describing the groups for
classification purposes, and (2) for the purpose of allowing
the testing of the hypotheses that had been formulated for
this particular study.

The hypotheses corresponding to the

group orientations were outlined only for intact groups
because of the relative number of hypotheses that were allowed
to be formulated and that were testable.

Therefore it

became important to look at the interaction effects between
the variable "Group Intactness 11 and the variable "Group
Orientation" on the dependent measures.

Group Productivity Measure:

NASA - National Aeronautics

&

Space Administration Form
The National Aeronautics & Space Administration exercise
- NASA -

(See Appendix H) is designed to allow for the

investigation of the ability of a group to solve a particular
problem within a given time period through a structured
group activity.

The exercise is a fifteen item instrument

which must be rank-ordered by the sroup i.nto mutu,:i.ll~r
exclusive ca tegorl0s in terms of the i>elat i ve lmpo1 ta11cc or
1

each item on the instrument and the group must reach a
consensus through the acceptance by all members of the ~roup
on the rank-orderings.

Voting behavior or extreme forms of

leadership behavior are not allowe~, as each and every member
of the group must agree on the proper rank-orderings of the
items on the instrument.

The National Aeronautics & Space

Administration has developed a scoring key (see Appendix l)
that includes the rationale for each of the rank-ordered
items, and thus represents an acceptable form of analyzing
group productivity.

The instrument is ideally suited for

observing the interactions that are evidenced in the ~roup's
problem-solving procedures, and Pfeiffer and Jones (1969)
have suggested that these types of rank-ordering tasks teaches
effective consensus-seeking behaviors in task groups.
the extent that the achievement of a consensus

wj

To

thjn thL~

group may be related to the cohesiveness of the group, this
instrument appears to provide a sufficient measure of group
productivity for the purposes of this study.

Methodology of the Study
The design of the experimental study was a four-stage
developmental sequence of group interactions and experimental
manipulations, and the design of the experiment is presented
in Figure II.

The study was initiated during the end of the

first week and the beglnnin[!; of the second week of cJassl't'3
at the University of Kansas during the Spring Semester of

1976.

The beginning of the semester was chosen as the most

appropriate time in which to conduct the study because of
the belief that students had not become familiar with the
instructors' modes of teaching, and hence this would produce
minimal effects concerned with instructor style.

The stages

of the experimental design are presented below·
First Session - In all classes, students were randomly
assigned into five-member groups.

Whenever this was not

possible, six-member groups were formed.

The rat1onale for

this procedure is found in the difference between four-member
and six-member groups.

Shaw (1971) has suggested that four-

person groups are more succeptible to the "assembly effect"
and develop particular group interaction patterns that differ
from larger groups.

Indik (1965) has suggested that larger

groups show the following, characteristics, each of which
might be expected to reduce member satisfaction.

"(a) more

difficulty in aclneving adequate communication among, members,
(b) a higher degree of task specialization, (c) greater
reliance upon impersonal forms or control, and (d) more sever
problems of coordination that tend to be handled by inflexible
rules and regulations" (p. 103, Cartwright and Zander, 1968).

FIGURE II:

Experimental Design of Study

Formation of
Experimental Groups
TIME
I1EASUREMENTS

1

Revised FIRO-B
(?rey) Pretest

"Natural 11
Group Interaction

Group Interaction
and Group Task

2

3

Measurements

4
Revised FIRO-B
(Frey Fastest
Evaluation of
Problem-Solving
Ability
Giffin Trust
Differential
NASA ProblemSolving Task

Thus, although smaller groups tend to enable members to meet
their own particular needs, the basis of this research study
lay in discovering how members of groups cooperate together
to meet their interpersonal behavioral needs as well as the
demands of their task environment.

Thus six-member sroups

were formed whenever five-member groups were not possible.
The groups were then allowed to meet on their own for
thirty minutes to discuss the nature of their small groups
and the interactions that would take place in subsequenl
group meetings.

At the end of the alloted thirty minutes,

the revised FIRO-B pretest was administered to all subjects.
The groups and the classes were then dismissed.
Second Session - The second session allowed the groups
to meet
agendas.

1'naturally"

for thirty minutes to discuss their own

This allowed the groups to have additional time

spent together to investigate the nature of their small
groups.

At the end of this time, the groups and classes

were dismissed.
Third Session - The first half of this session was
spent by the groups discussing their own agenda.

The second

half of the session consisted of all Broups attempting to
solve a task problem as a group.

The problems ranged from

a rank-ordering of a Racial Awareness exerc1se (Expcrjmental
groups), to discussing sample essay questions and deciding
their relative strengths (Short-term work groups), to writing
a report of the groups' activities up to this point discussing
both strengths and weaknesses of the groups' interactions
(Learning Groups) to enEaging in a nonverbal group exercise

( Long-term work groups).

The T-g,roups 1vere the only ~,roups

which did not participate in this activity because the nature
of the T-group experience is concerned with decision-making
behavior at every session by the members and the instructor
provides as little direction as possible.

At the end of

these group task interactions, the groups and the classes
were dismissed.
Fourth Session - The fourth session consisted of administering the dependent measures to all subjects
the groups

to work on the NASA exercise.

J.lld

a.llowlnt:;

The revLsed

FIRO-B postest was administered first to all subJects,
followed by the Giffin and Patton (1973) Evaluation of
Problem-Solving Behavior Form, followed by the Giffin (1968)
Trust Differential.

The instructions for all group members

asked them to orient their ans w0 rs t ow ;1 t' d th c J_ 1 • s p C' ci
groups.

C'

ic

The NASA exercise was then administered to all

groups and they were alloted twenty minutes for the completion of this task.

All groups completed the task within

this given time period and the tlmes for completion or the
exercise was recorded for all Broups.

The pilot study had

found that some groups appeared to do better than others on
this task because of their previous knowledge of the demand
characteristics of the task itself.

To compensate for this

tendency, information cards were constructed wlnch p1·ovidcd
the members of the groups with information that was useful
to the solution of the task and that wds known by most people.
These information cards (see l\.ppendix J) were randomly 8iven
to each member of the groups and they were instructed not to

show these cards to any of the other group members.

The

members were also told that some members had received false
information, although in reality each member had received
accurate information.

After members read the cards, they

were collected by the researcher and the groups were allowed
to proceed with the task.

The reading of the cards was not

included in the time alloted for the completion of the task
by the groups.

The rationale for this procedure of using

information cards lay not only in the findings of the pilot
study but also in the desire to produce a group situation
that would demand the integration of useful information.
To the extent that the groups were able to integrate and
use the various information that was provided to them, they
may be said to have developed interaction patterns that
allow for the development of group cohesiveness.

All groups

followed this basic procedure for the fourth session with
the exception of the T-groups.
Comments on the Experimental Design - A number of
significant points must be discussed in reference to the
fact that there were some minol' dlffep0nccs jn the nctu.:il
methodology that was employed in this study.

The factor

of time, in terms of the length of classes and the length
of the experiment, are impo1·tant d1ft'e1·c11ces.

/\11 r~roups

met for three days a week for forty-five minutes each, with
the exception of nine of the Short-term work groups and the
T-groups which met for three hours once a week.

Although

the time that the groups met differed, the timing of the
experimental manipulations was held constant.

Each of the

four stages of the experimental des
time alloted,were held constant.

, in terms of the

All of the groups met in

the classroom environment with the exception of the Learning
groups which met outside of the classroom for the second
meeting.

This was to provide them with an oppol'tunlty to

decide the nature of their group outside of the classroom
environment.
The inclusion of the T-group in the experimental deslgn
represented an attempt to perceive the differences in the
satisfaction of interpersonal needs, the cvaJ uaL ion n !' tho l

t'

problem-solving behavior, and their level of trust in the
group when compared to other groups.

There were no hypotheses

included concerning the actual nature of productivity in
these groups.

The T-groups did not engage in the NASA task

exercise and there was no means of comparjnc; thcLr productivity level with any of the other group orientations.

Thus

the T-groups did not serve as a variable on this particular
dimension but instead were used as a comparison with the
other dependent variables outlined above.
rrhese differences between [~roups anrl conditions \•1e1·e
of necessity because of the nature of working wjthln the
requirements of the university settjn~.

Given the complexities

involved in using groups from this environment, this
experiment

study appeared to adequately meet the particular

demands of the situation and used them to the best advantage
for conducting the experiment based on its origjnal conception.

Therefor-e, the des1.Gn

or

tlus experjment seems to

have been ndequ1.1lely efCic_1<:::nt and sufficient for investiS,a.tLng
the effects tlut ,ve1·e at the hC'w.Pt oC tlus study.

r~ )
),

Data Treatment
The analysis of the data was broadly 1

ted to those

procedures encompassed by the Statistical Package
Social Sciences (Nie,

et al., 1975).

r the

Scores for individual

members of the groups were transformed from the orlg,lna.L
data instruments to a forty-three column coding sheet, and
then to a forty-three column computer card.

The appropriate

analyses were then done using those computer cards.

The

data was analyzed according to individual or group measurements and the following procedures were utilized.
Individual Data Treatment - The independent variables
that were of concern

this study were fourfold:

satisfac-

tion of interpersonal needs, lnterpersonal trust, perceptions
of problem-solving abilities of the groups, and member
attendence.

The satisfaction of the interpersonal needs was

derived through an analysis of the absolute differences
between the pretest and the postest measures of the revised
FIRO-B instruments.

This was done for all six measures of

the instrument, as well as three additional measures·

total

inclusion needs, total control needs, and total affection
needs.

These measures were the result of the cornbinatlon

of the expressed and the wanted dimensions of each need
area on the pretest and the postest and the absolute difference
became the measure of the satisfaction of a total interpersonal
need dimension.

This combination of the expressed and the

wanted dimensions of the instrument was done for the interpersonal behavioral needs of inclusion and
total control dimension was expressed as the difference between

the expressed and wanted dimensions, and the latter wc1s
subtracted from the former and the absolute value was taken
as a measure of total control.

This procedure is in accor-

dance with Schutz (1966) who has su3,gested that whj]e
expressed and wanted dimensions of the inclusion and affection needs are conducive to summation processes, the expressed
and wanted dimensions of the control need are negatively
correlated, and thus must be subtracted from one another.
This procedure of uslng the absolute d.l [' \'e L'Cncc bcLWC't'l1
the pretest and the postest is possible because of the
dimensions of compatibility discussed by Schutz (1966).
There is no direct mention of a measure of actual selfperceived compatibility of behaviors that are met by a group
or another indi victual by Schutz, and tht s

i_ s

a tm tcp1e con-

tribution of this particular study - the development of a
methodology capable of demonstrating compatibility in terms
of the absolute difference between self-perceived future
needs and self-perceived past behaviors.

Schutz (1966)

does refer to interchange compatibility which is concerned
with the mutual express ion of the '1 commodity" or a e,l ven
need area.

Schutz (1966) has stated that "with regard to

the interchange axis, two individuals' scores should be
similar for maximum compatibility, sinct:> interchclnf-.e, J ilce
atmosphere, is something that must be mutually shared in
order to satisfy the members of the dyad" (p. 111).

He goes

on to state in operational terms, that if an individual has
a high need to receive inclusion behaviors, then another
individual who expressed high inclusion behaviors toward

,,11

him should produce a compatible interaction partner.

In

this respect, compatibility on an intrapersonal level should
be the result of what a person expects to express and receive
and what is actually expressed and received, and the closer
the two scores, the more compatible the need, or the more
satisfaction of that need area.

Thus the satisfaction of

the interpersonal behavioral needs has been operationalized
in this experimental study and was conducive to testing the
hypotheses that have been formulated.

These measures of

the satisfaction of the interpersonal bel1avioral needs were
correlated with the dependent measures of the Giffin Trust
Differential and the Giffin and Patton Evaluation of ProblemSolving Behavior Form' through the use of Pearson Correlation
Coeficients.
Members of the groups were deL'j_ned as l'ull 01· p,.11·t.lcLL
attending members and were used to compare the differences
between these two groups on the dependent measures of the
Giffin Trust Differential and the Giffin and Patton Evaluation of Problem-Solving Behavior Form.

In addition, the

two groups were compCl.red through the use of' the t-test
procedure on the satisfaction of each of the interpersonal
need areas that have been outlined above.

In all cases, an

F-ratio was computed, which was transformed into an appropriate
t-value through the use of pooled varlance estimates (t1sing
n-1 as the degrees of freedom), and a one-tailed test was
used to discover the probability associated with each of
the t-values.
Group Data Treatment - The variables of group intactness
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and group intactness X group orientation were of interest
to this experimental study.

Groups had been defined in

terms of intact and non-intact groups and t-tests wel'e used
to compare the differences between these two groups on the
dependent measures of the Giffin Trust Differential, the
Giffin and Patton Evaluation of Problem-Solving, Behavior
Form, and the NASA exercise, within each of the group
orientations.

This last dependent variable - NASA - was

operationalized through three di Cfor-ent pPocedtu·cs:

( J)

thrqugh an analysis of the overall time in seconds to
complete the exercise; (2) through an overall group correctness score, and (3) through an overall unweighted group
ratio.

This last procedure involved dividing, the sco1·e

that the groups had received on the task by the time in
seconds that the groups took to complete the task.

This

allowed for three important ways in which to analyze the
level of productivity for the different groups.

In all

cases, an F-ratio was computed, which was tPansfornwd lnto
an appropriate t-value through the use of pooled variance
estimates and a one-tailed test was used to discover the
probability assoc1ated with each of the t-values.
Groups had been defined on the basis of their purpose
for formation, or orientation, and intact groups had been
selected within this variable to observe the effects on the
dependent variables of the satisfaction of interpersonal
behavioral needs, the Giffin Trust Differential, the Giffin
and Patton Evaluation of Problem-Solving Behavior Form, and
the three measures of group productivity associated with the

NASA task discussed above.

In all cases, an analysis of

variance was computed which produced an appropriate F-value.
The significant F-values were then analyzed through the use
of the Tukey (b) test (Winer, 1962).
(b) test is usually an

Although the Tukey

posteriori test, it may be used

to analyze analysis of variance results when the hypotheses
formulated have specified specific relationships within the
significant F-values, and thus was ideally suited for the
purposes of this experimental study.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of this experimental
study with respect to the hypotheses thot have been fornmloted.

The influence of each independent variable is discussed

in terms of the effects upon the dependent variables.

A .01

significance level was used as the basis for either accepting
or re J e ct i ng the nu 11

}1 y pot hes cs

.

nH:

a pp 1·op 1 1n LL~ nu l J
l

hypotheses and an analysis of their si~nificance as reflected
in the data is presented below.
Hypotheses for Individual Group Members
Satisfaction of Interpersonal Behavioral Needs and
Dependent Variables.

The hypotheses corresponding to this

independent variable were based on the asslunpLLon th<1t thl'
satisfaction of specific interpersonal needs would be
correlated with certain dependent variables. A11 analysls of
the effects of the satisfaction of the interpersonal
behavioral needs was possible only for full attending group
members, those who had completed both the pretest and the
postest of the revised FIHO-B instrument.

Pearson Correla-

tion Coefficients were found for each relatjonship hypothesi~ed
to exist.

The results for these hypotheses are presented

in Table IVA

and a discussion of each follow.

Hypothesis 1 - There will be a positive relationship
between the satLsractlon or nn Lnclivldnn1
group member's inclusion need and the
individual's trust in the dynamism of
the group.
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It will be noted in Table IVA that the significance
levels for each of the three dimensions of inclusion
behavior do not approach the significance level needed to
reject the null hypothesis.

While the satisfaction of

the expressed inclusion need J_s negatively corJ>elated with
trust in the dynamism of the group, it does not reach the

.01 significance level.

Therefore, the null hypothesis

can not be reJ ected as there appt:-,1l'S to L•o 1w posJ ti
significant COl'l'elaL lon,

01'

VC'

~rnd

1·cla.L.Lu11:_,lllp, lWL\1/CC!l lllc

satisfaction of an individual group member's interpersonal
need for inclusion and his/her trust in the dynamism of
the group.
Hypothesis 2 - There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of an
individual group member's control need
and the individual's trust in the
expertness of the group.
An analysis of Table IVA reveals that there is no
significant relationship between the satisfaction of an
individual's interpersonal behavioral need of control and
an individual's trust in the expertness of the group.

There-

fore, the null hypothesis can not be rejected as there does
not appear to be a positive and si.p;tHfic,rnt reJaLionshlp
between these two variables.

However, a further inspection

of Table IVA reveals that there is a sJgnificant relationship between the satisfaction of an indiviclual 's control
need and an individual's trust in the dynamism of the group.
It is noted that the negative correlation between the
satisfaction of the wanted control need and an individual's
trust in the dynamism of the group is statistically signifi-

TABLE IVA
SATISFACTION OF INDIVIDUAL GROUP MEMBERS'
INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIORAL NEEDS AND DEPENDEWl V /\.H1/UJLES
1

EVALUATION OF
GROUP'S PROBLEMSOLVING ABILITIES

TRUST EXPERTNESS

TRUST CHARACTER

TRUST DYNAMISM

INCLUSION

-0.1032

0.0202

0.0405

-0.1571*

WANTED
INCLUSION

0.0732

0.1088

0. 076 '(

-o.09 1JL1

TOTAL
INCLUSION

-0.0054

0.0759

0.0910

-0.1194

EXPRESSED
CONTROL

-0.0219

0.0291

-0.0518

-0.0889

WANTED
CONTROL

-0.0821

-0.0353

-0.0916

-0.1649*

TOTAL
CONTROL

0.0440

-0.0783

-0.05]3

-0.1956**

EXPRESSED
AFFECTION

-0.0518

-0.0789

0.0781

-0.1007

WANTED
AFFECTION

0.01

0.00]9

0. 06118

-0.0696

TOTAL
AFFECTION

0.0125

-0.0317

0.0833

-0. l33r(*

(Pearson Correlation Coefficients) (All Cases= 159)

<. 05
p (.01

* p

**
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cant at less than a

.05 probability level.

The relationship

between the satisfaction of the total control need and an
ficant

individual's trust in the dynamism of the group is s
at less than a .01 probability level.
findings are

In both cases, the

the predicted direction, a negat

tion btweeen the two variab

s.

correla-

Slnce the study dealt wlth

the absolute value of the satisfaction of interpersonal needs
(determined by the absolute difference between the pretest
an~ the postest scores)

jl,

would

bt)

t;>,.pect,cd l,ll,lL n 110gat,lv0

correlation would exist between the two variables.
negative correlation

This

sts a positive relationship between

them, such that the greater the satisfaction of cert
dimensions of the control need, the greater the individual's
trust in the dynamism of the group.

This appem)s to be true

with respect to the wanted and the total dimensions of the
interpersonal behavioral need of control.
Hypothesis 3 - There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of an individual group member's affection necQ._?-nd
the individual's trust in the character
of the group.
An analysis of rrable IVA shows that the null hypothesis
can not be rejected, for there is no positive and significant
correlation between the satisfaction of a particular dimension
of an individual's interpersonal behavior need for affection
and an individual's trust in the character of the group.
Hypothesis 4 -

rr here will be a positive t'elationsh1p
1

between the satisfaction of an indivldual group member's interpersonal needs
and the individual's evaluation of the
group's problem-solving abilities.

GJ
Hypothesis 4a - There will be a positive relationship between the satisfaction of
an individual group member's control
need and the individual's evaluation of the group's problem-solving
abilities.
An analysis of Table IVA reveals that there is no significant correlation between an individual's satisfaction of any
particular dimension of the interpersonal behavioral needs
and his/her evaluation of the group's problem-solving abilities.

not appear to be a positive and significant relationship
between these two variables.
Hypothesis 5 - There will be a positive relationship
between the satisfaction of group
members' interpersonal needs and the
level of group productivity.
This hypothesis called for an analysls of the relatlonship between the satisfaction of a group's interpersonal
behavioral needs and the level of group productivity.

The

measure of group productivity consists of three seperate
factors:

time, correctness, and a group ratio.

of Table IVB reveals that there

al'C

110

An analysis

s Lr,11j f'l ca11L 1·cl at l on:..;h l pt;

between the satisfaction of a particular dimension of a
group's interpersonal behavioral needs and a Broup's level
of productivity.

Hence, the null hypothesis c.:1n not b8

rejected as there does not appear to be a si~niricant and
positive relationship between these two variables.
Member Attendence and Dependent Variables.

The hypotheses

corresponding to this independent variable were based on the
assumption that there would be differences between members who

'11ABLE

IVB

SATISFACTION OF GROUP MEMBERS' INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIORAL
NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO GROUP PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
TIME

CORRECTNESS

RATIO

EXPRESSED
INCLUSION

-0.1788

-0.3122

-0.2383

WANTED
INCLUSION

0.0502

0.2079

0.0560

TOTAL
INCLUSION

-0.0392

-0.0373

-0.1031

EXPRESSED
CONTROL

-0.0318

0.0650

-0.0309

WANTED
CONTROL

-0.0407

-0.0119

-0.1260

TOTAL
CONTROL

0.0840

-0. 259ll

-0.3919

EXPRESSED
AFFECTION

-0.1400

-0.4209

-0.3ll23

WANTED
AFFECTION

0.0617

-0.0525

-0.1552

TOTAL
AFFECTION

-0.2430

-0.2805

-0.)202

(Pearson Correlation Coefficients) (All cases
*

**

p (.05
p ( . 01

= 13)
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had attended all sessions and members who had missed at least
one session on the relevant dependent variables.

The results

for these hypotheses are presented below.
Hypothesis 6 - Full attending members of intact groups
should show significantly ~reater
satisfaction or l11L.c1•pc1's011,1.l needs in
all areas than full attending members
of non-intact groups.
An analysis of Table V reveals that there were no
significant differences between full attendin::., members

1.Jt'

intact groups and full attending members of non-intact groups
with respect to the dependent varL1blc, the sat -Ls t'ac t j on or
the interpersonal behavioral needs.

Thus the null hypothesis

can not be rejected as there does not appear to be a positive
and significant relationship between the interaction of member
attendence and group intactness with respect to the satisfaction of interpersonal needs.
Hypothesis 7a - There will be a positive relationship
between member attendence and level
of interpersonal trust.
An analysis of Table VI reveals tnat there is no slgnlficant relationship between member attendence and trust in a
particular dimension of the group.

Trust

111

the dynamism of

the group is greater for full attending than partial attending
members, but this is not significant at the .01 leveJ.

Thus

the null hypothesis can not be reJected as there appears to
be no positive and significant relationships between these two
variables.,
Hypothesis Sa - There will be a positive relationship
between member attendence and evaluation of the group's problem-solving
abilities.

6 ll

r:L'ABLE V
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FULL ATTENDING MEMBERS OF
INTACT GROUPS AND FULL ATTENDING MEMBERS OF NON-INTACT
GROUPS ON THE SATISFACTION OF INTERPERSONAL NEEDS
NUMBER
OF CASES

MEAN

f-VALUE

-0.76

EXPRESSED
INCLUSION

Group 1
Group 2

69
90

1.8406
2.0556

WANTED
INCLUSION

Grollp 1
Group 2

69
90

1.6667

0.08

TOTAL
INCLUSION

Group 1
Group 2

69
90

2.9275
3.1667

-0.45

EXPRESSED
CONTROL

Group 1
Group 2

69
90

1.2609
1.2889

-0.13

WANTED
CONTROL

Group 1
Group 2

69
90

1.5942
J • l! 0 0 0

o.ss

TOTAL
CONTROL

Group 1
Group 2

69
90

1.4638
1. 42 22

0.19

EXPRESSED
AFFECTION

Group 1
Group 2

69
90

1.0725
1. 2 LI 4 ll

-0.75

WANTED
AFFECTION

Group l
Group 2

69
90

J • 7? 116

TOTAL
AFFECTION

Group 1
Group 2

69

2.ll203

Group 1
Group 2

=
=

90

J .G~Vi7

1. (,'(7 8

2. LI

33 3

Intact Member-Intact Group
Intact Member-Non-Intact Group

(l. I

g

-0.03

TABLE VT
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FULL ATTENDING AND
PARTIAL ATTENDING GROUP MEMBERS ON INTERPERSONAL
TRUST AND EVALUATION OF GROUP'S PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITIES
NUMBER
OF CASES

MEAN

T-VALUE

44.2956
42.2258

1.26

EL B10;,
LiS.5806

0.16

TRUST EXPERTNESS

Group 1
Group 2

9
31

TRUST CHARACTER

Group 1
Group 2

159
31

TRUST DYNAMISM

Group 1
Group 2

159
31

41. 5472

38.1935

l.98l

EVALUATION
OF GROUP's
PROBLEMSOLVING
ABILITIES

Group 1
Group 2

159
31

49.7358
43.0968

2.88**

Group 1 = Intact Members
Group 2 = Non-Intact Members

11

*

*t:

= p
= p

<. 05

(.01

()(J

An analysis of rrable VI reveals that the1·e ls

c1

s.111nlfi-

cant difference between full attending and partial attending
members in the predicted direction, with full attending members
evaluating the group problem-solving abilities as being greater
than partial attending members.

Therefore, the null hypothesis

can be rejected as there appears to be a positive and significant
relationship between member attendence and their evaluatjon
of the group's problem-solving abilities.
Group Hypotheses
Group Intactness and Dependent Variables.

The hypotheses

corresponding to this independent variable were based on the
assumption that the intactness of a group would have significant effects upon the dependent variables that were of importance
to this experimental study.

The analyses of the effects of

group intactness on the dependent variables were djvided
according to the particular group orientation, and thus
statistical differences between intact and non-intact groups
were analyzed within particular group orientations.

The

appropriate hypotheses and their staU stical slr;nifico.ncc arc
presented below.
Hypothesis 7b - rehcre will bo c1 positive rclat lonchJp
between group intactness and interpersonal trust.
An analysis of Table VII reveals that there are no
significant relationslnps between g,roup intactness G.nd trust
in a particular dimension of interpersonal trust.

There is

a positive relationship between group intactness and trust in
the expertness of the group for Long-term work groups, but this
is not signi

cant at the accepted .01 level.

Therefore, the

VII
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTACT AND NON-INTACT GROUPS ON
INTERPERSONAL TRUST
RESPECT TO GROUP ORIENTATIONS

NUMBER
OF CASES
Trust Lo.'.1g-Term
Work Groups

Wo:-.'.:"k Groups

T-VALUE

1
Group 2

11

6

50.55
42.10

-2.327*

Trust - Dynamism

Group 1
Group 2

4
6

45.96
40.50

-1. 323

Trust - Character

Group 1
Group 2

4
6

52.43
47.76

-1.367

Group 1
2

11

2

41.12
42.06

-0.937

Group 1
Group 2

11

2

36.47
37.61

0.424

Group 1
Group 2

11

2

47.57
49.84

0.712

Tri.1st Short-Term

MEAN

Trus:;

-

rtness

ertness
Dy.'.1a:1nsm

TrJ.sf - Che.racter

CT\

--..J

TABLE VII
(Continued)
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTACT AND NON-INTACT GROUPS ON
INTERPERSONAL TRUST WITH RESPECT TO GROUP ORIENTATIONS

NUMBER
OF CASES
Learning
Groups

~xperimental
Groups

Trust

- Expertness

Group 1
G~oup 2

3
7

Trust

- Dynanism

Group 1
Gr:oup 2

3
7

Trust - Character

Group l
Group 2

3
7

Tru.s t - ~z:pertness

Group 1
Group 2

= p

< 05
8

T-VALUE

l.!4.55
32

-0.071

86
to.17

0.185

11 9.

45.66
32

0.836

3
3

ll4.77
tl2,83

0.041

l.!.ll.

110.

Trust

- Dy!'lamism

Group 1
Group 2

3
3

1.!6.34
L16,72

-0.221

Trus -c

- C.'."!aracter

Group l
Group 2

3
3

'-6. 63
__: 3. 41.J

-0.279

Group 1 = Intact Groups
Group 2 - Non-Intact Groups

*

MEAN

C

c-:

null hypothesis can not be reJected as there appears to be
no significant relationship between these two variables
within any particular group orientation.
Hypothesis 8b - There will be a positive relationship
between group intactness and the
evaluation of the group's proble~solving abilities.
An analysis of Table VIII reveals that there is no
significant relationship between group intactness and
e Va 1 ua t ion o f the r;r o up

1

G

pr· ob J c 111- r; o 1 v i n C, :1 b Ll l L l f' r~ , w i L h l n

any particular group orientation.

Therefore, the null

hypothesis can not be reJected as there does not appear to
be a significant relationship between these two variables.
Hypothesis 9 - There will be a positive relationship
between group intactness and group
productivity.
An analysis of Table IX reveals that there are no positive
relationships between group intactness and a particular measure
of productivity within any specific group orientation.

While

there is a positive relationship between group intactness and
productivity, as measured by the ratio ci1al'o.ctc-r·i8tjc, ro1·
Short-term work groups, this finding is not significant at the
accepted . 01 level.

Therefore, the nu] l hypotlwsls can not be

reJected as there appears to be no significant relationship
between group intactness and the Jevcl of g1•oup productivity.
Group Orientation and Dependent Variables.

The nypotheses

corresponding to this independent variable were based on the
assumption that the group orientation, or the purpose of the
group, \vould have si,c,1d fic-.111t el'f'ects upon tlw 1·c-Jcv~111t dc~1 C'ndent variables.

The effects of group orientations

011

the
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TABLE VIII
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTACT AND NON-INTACT
GROUPS ON EVALUATION OF GROUP'S PROBLEM-SOLVING
ABILITIES WITH RESPECT TO GROUP ORIENTATIONS
NUMBER
OF CASES

MEAN

T-VALUE

52.51

Long-Term
Work Groups

Group 1
Group 2

4
6

'30.GS

Short-Term
Work Groups

Group 1
Group 2

2

11

1, CJ. 00

43.01

Learning
Groups

Group 1
Group 2

7

3

48.85
55.27

1. 261

Experimental Group 1
Groups
Group 2

3
3

50.90
50.72

0.035

Group 1 = Intact Groups
Group 2 = Non-Intact Groups

TABLE IX
STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTACT AND NON-INTACT GROUPS OF PRODUCTIVITY
MEASURES WITH RESPECT TO GROUP ORIENTATIONS

NUMBER
OF CASES

Long-Term
Hork Groups

Short-Te::_-,m
·.fork

Groups

MEAN

T-VALUE

Time

Group 1
Group 2

4
6

641
674.33

0.447

Correctness

Group 1
Group ·2

6

4

23.75
22.16

-0.335

Ratio

Group 1
Group 2

4
6

.0369
.0343

-0.271

Time

Group 1
Group 2

11

2

960
730.9

-1.

Cor·rectness

Group 1
Group 2

2
11

22
25.55

0.662

Ratio

Group 1
Group 2

2
11

.15~2
.03 7 5

-2.526*

355

~-

IX

(Continued)
CAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTACT AND NON-INTACT GROUPS OF PRODUCTIVITY
MEASURES
RESPECT
GROUP ORIENTATIONS

NUMBER
OF CASES
Learning
Groups

erimental
C¾roups

Group
Group
-I-

=

7
..J...

2

=

p (. 05

MEAN

T-VALUE

Time

Group 1
Group 2

3

Correct!'1ess

Group 1
Group 2

3

Ratio

Group 1
Group 2

3

.0361

.0348

-0.1331

Time

Group 1
Group 2

3

3

850
860

-0.034

Correctness

Group 1

2

3
3

40.66

Ratio

Group 1
Group 2

3
3

Intact Groups
lfon-Intact Groups

7
7

7

855

854.3
30.66

26.42

31. 33
.0416

.0570

-0.004
-1.048

-1.565

-0.693

,_
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dependent variables were hypothesized only for intact groups
so as to allow the minimum number of relevant hypotheses to
be tested, and hence the results for this independent variable
reflect the influence of the group intactness variable.

A

Oneway Analysis of Variance was perC'ormcd on each of the
hypothesized relationships.

Those findings that were

statistically significant at the critical rejection level
were subjected to a Tukey (b) procedure which analy~es the
significant differences between subsets of the &1·oups used
in the experimental study.

The J'elcvant hypotheses and an

analysis of the statistical results for each are presented
below.
Hypothesis 10 - Learning groups and T-groups should
show a significantly greater satisfaction of the inclusion need than
all other groups.
An analys

of Table X reveals that there is no slgnifi-

cant relationship between group orientations and the satisfaction of the group's expressed inclusion mean.

Table X does

reveal that there is a significant relationship between the
group orientations and the satisfaction of the wanted and the
total group inclusion need.

In terms of the satlsfacLlon of

the wanted inclusion need for the groups, the overall r-ratio
is significant at the .01 critical rejection level.

A Tukey

(b) multiple range test was performed on this significant
result and an analysis of Table XI reveals that the Learning
groups had their wanted inclusion need met significantly less
than any of the other groups.

In addition, the Short-term

work groups and the Experimental groups had their wanted inclusion need met significantly more than any of the other groups.

TABLE X
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE· PURPOSE OF GROUPS
WITH RESPECT TO THE SATISFACTION OF GROUP INCLUSION NF.ED
VARIABLE

GROUP EXPRESSED INCLUSION MEAN
D.F

MEAN SQUARE

4

3.4639

9.8660

WITHIN GROUPS

10

6.2943

0.6294

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

9. 'i 4 82

SOURCE

VARIABLE

SU~ OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

4

22.0932

5.5233

WITHIN GROUPS

10

9.7765

0.9776

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

31.8697

SOURCE

VARIABLE

SUM OF SQUARES

4.4lJI~*

10.8391

WITHIN GROUPS

10

24.3890

2. ll389

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

67.7i153

01

5,650**

F RA'rIO

43.3563

p ( .

F RATIO

MEAN SQUARE

4

p <.05

1. 376

GROUP TOTAL INCLUSION MEAN
D.F

SOURCE

F RATIO

GROUP WANTED INCLUSION MEAN
D.F

*
**

SUM OF SQUARES

TABLE XI
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST: TUKEY (b) PROCEDURE WITH RESPECT
TO THE SATISFACTION OF GROUP INCLUSION NEED
VARIABLE
SUBSET 1
GROUP MEAN
SUBSET 2
GROUP MEAN

VARIABLE
SUBSET 1
GROUP MEAN
SUBSET 2
GROUP MEAN

GROUP WANTED INCLUSION MEAN
GRPS

STW GRPS

LTW GRPS

LTW GRPS
1.5500

T-GROUPS
2.8765

LRN GRPS

0.3553

1. 0777

T-GROUPS
2 . .S75G

1.5500

3.7767

GROUP TOTAL INCLUSION MEAN
EXP GRPS

STW GRPS

LTW GRPS

STW GRPS

LTW GRPS
3. 4 00 0

T-GROUPS

1.4747

2.74L13

2.7443

RANGES FOR THE .050 LEVEL= 3.91

r-GROUPS

1

5.2760

3.4000

LRN GRPS
G.3100

5.2760

4.26

LI.

49

LI.
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HOMOGENEOS SUBSETS (Subsets of Groups, no p l' of which have
means that differ by more than t
shortest
significant retll[\C ror a subset or that
size)
LTW GRPS =LONGTERM WORK GROUPS
STW GRPS
SHORT TERM WORK GROUPS

EXP GRPS = EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
LRN GRPS = LEARNING GROUPS
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In terms of the satisfaction of the total inclusion need, the
finding is not significant at the critical rejection level but
Table XI reveals that the Learning

is in the right direction.

groups had their total inclusion need met signiricantly less
than any of the other groups, while the Experimental groups
had their total inclusion need met significantly more than
any of the other groups.

Based on these findings, the null

hypothesis can not be rejected as it does not ar,peni> th.:1t thC'
Learning Groups and the rL1-g,1'oups llc..1.vc.; tllcJ

L'

l 11c 1 tt::Llc)ll 11~cd

met significantly more than any of the other groups.
Hypothesis 11 - Long-term Work groups and Short-term
work groups should show a significantly
greater satisfaction of the control
need than all other groups.
An analysis of Table XII reveals that there are no
significant relationships between the group orientations
and the satisfaction of any particular dimension
interpersonal behavioral need for control.

or

th1s

Hence the null

hypothesis can not be rejected as there does not appear to
be a positive and significant relationsh~p between the LonBTerm work groups and the Short-term Work groups and the satisfaction of the control need in comparison to the other group
orientations.

Furthermore, there does not appear to be a

positive and significant relationship between any type of
group orientation and greater satisfaction of the interpersonal
behavioral need of control.
Hypothesis 12 - T-groups should show a significantly
greater satisfaction of the affection
need than all other groups.
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TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: PURPOSE OF GROUPS
WITH RESPECT TO THE SATISFACTION OF GROUP CONTROL NEED

VARIABLE

GROUP EXPRESSED CONTROL MEAN
D.F

MEAN SQUARE

4

4.0164

1. 00 LI l

WITHIN GROUPS

10

2.9713

0.2°71

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

6. 9 8 7'{

SOURCE

VARIABLE

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

4

2.5100

0.6275

WITHIN GROUPS

10

2.9552

0.2955

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

5.4651

SOURCE

VARIABLE

4

SUM OF SQUARES
1.

o. 4'(76
0.1989

10

1.9888

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

3.8991

= p<:.05
<. 01

MEAN SQUARE

9103

WITHIN GROUPS

= p

3-379

F RATIO
?. . l 2 3

GROUP TOTAL INCLUSION MEAN
D.F

SOURCE

F RNI.11O

GROUP WANTED CONTROL MEAN
D.F

**

SUM OF SQUARES

F RATIO
2.

Lj

01

/8
An analysis of Table

I reveals that the relationship

between the group orientations and the satisfaction of the
ficant at the

group's affection need is statistically s

.01 critical reJection level for each or the dtmcnsJons of
affect

need.

In terms of the satisfaction of the

group's expressed affection need, an ana

sis of Table XlV

reveals that the Short-term work groups and the T-groups
have the lowest satisfaction of the expressed
while the Experimental g,i1oups hnvc Lhls pllt'L l cu l.a1·
significantly more than all other groups.
satisfaction of the wanted
Table XIV

ction need
11c.\0d llll'l

In terms of the

ction need, an analysls of

reveals that the Learning groups have the lowest

satisfaction of this need while the Experimental and the
Long-term work groups have this need met sisntficanlly more
than all other groups.
of the group's total af

Final

, in terms of the satisfaction

ction need, an analysis of Table

XIV reveals that the Learning groups and the T-groups have
the lowest satisfaction of this need while the Experimental
groups have their total
more than

fection need met signjficnntJy

1 other groups.

Thus the null hypothesls can

not be rejected since the T-groups do not have their

c-

tion need met significantly more than all other groups.
Nevertheless, there remajns ~mporlnnt :ltntJsticdJly ni~n~ftcant differences between group orientations with respect to
the satisfaction of the affectlon need.
Hypothesis 13 - Long-term work groups and Short-term
work groups should show a significantly
greater trust in the expertness of the
group than all other groups.
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TABLE XIII
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: PURPOSE OF GROUPS
WITH RESPECT TO THE SATISFACTION OF GROUP AFFECTION NEED
VARIABLE

GROUP EXPRESSED AFFECTION MEAN
D.F

MEAN SQUARE

4

3.4734

0.8683

10

0.7192

0.0719

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

4.1926

SOURCE
WITHIN GROUPS

VARIABLE

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

4

5,4315

1.

10

2.3871

0.2387

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

7.8185

SOURCE
WITHIN GROUPS

VARIABLE

3579

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

4

17.6585

4.4146

10

8.5813

0.858J

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

26.2399

SOURCE
WITHIN GROUPS

<. 05

= p (

12.074**

F RATIO

5.688**

GROUP TOTAL AFFECTION MEAN
D.F

* = p

F RATIO

GROUP WANTED AFFECTION MEAN
D.F

**

SUM OF SQUARES

• 01

F RATIO

5.144**

TABLE XIV
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST: TUKEY(b) PROCEDURE WITH
RESPECT TO THE SATISFACTION OF GROUP AFFECTION NEED

VARIABLE

GROUP EXPRESSED AFFECTION MEAN

SUBSET 1
GROUP MEAN
SUBSET 2
GROUP MEAN
SUBSET 3
GROUP MEAN
VARIABLE

LRN GRPS
1.1887

LTW GRPS
1.2833

STW GRPS
1.3667

T-GROUPS
2.0165

S1l1W GRPS
1. 3667

GROUP WANTED AFFECTION ~EAN

SUBSET 1
GROUP MEAN

SUBSET

EXP GRPS
0.3777

2

GROUP MEAN

EXP GRPS
0.9767

LTW GRPS
1.1583

STW GRPS
1.6443

STW GRPS
1.6443

T-GROUPS
2.2440

LRN GRPS
2. 5ll 113

T-GROUPS
2.2440
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TABLE XIV
(Continued)
MULTIPLE RANGE TEST: TUKEY(b) PROCEDURE WITH
RESPECT TO THE SATISFACTION OF GROUP AFFECTION NEED

VARIABLE
SUBSET 1
GROUP MEAN

SUBSET 2
GROUP MEAN

GROUP TOTAL AFFECTION MEAN
EXP GRPS
1. 3553

STW GRPS
3.0110

LTW GRPS
3.1332

STW GRPS
3.0110

LTW GRPS
3.1332

LRN GRPS
3.8667

RANGES FOR THE .050 LEVEL=

3.91

4.26

T-GROUPS
4.9385

4.49

4.65

HOMOGENEOUS SUBSETS (Subsets of groups, no pair of which
have means that differ by more than
the shortest significant range for
a subset of that size)
LTW GRPS =LONGTERM WORK GROUPS
STW GRPS
SHORT TERM WORK GROUPS
EXP GRPS = EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
LRN GRPS - LEARNING GROUPS

~'
,1,

An analysis of

l

le XV reveals that there is no sit1nlfi-

cant relationship between a particular group orientation and
trust in the
measurement.

ertness factor of the interpersonal trust
Hence the null hypothesis can not be rejected as

there does not appear to be a statlsticaJ ly slg)LL Ci cant
difference between Long-term work groups and Short-term work
groups with respect to the level of trust in the expertness
of the group when compared with the other group orientations.
Hypothesis 14 - T-groups, Long-tel'rn work g1·oups, dnd
short-term work groups should show a
s i 8,11 l
c a 11 t l y 8' 1 •c ...,t Ll' 1• t t, u ~, L 1 n Lll c'
dynamism of the group than all other
groups.
An analysis of Table XV reveals that there is no significant relationship between a particular group orientation and
trust in the dynamism of the group.

Hence the null hypothesis

can not be rejected as there does not appear to be a statlstJcnlly
significant difference between T-groups, Long-term and Shortterm work groups with respect to the level of trust in the
dynamism of the group when compared to other group orientations.
Hypothesis 15 - T-groups should show a significantly
greater trust in the character of the
r;roup than a] 1 othe1· r;roups.
An analysis of 'I1able XV reveals that there is no significant relationship between a parU culn1· [\roup or Len tat Lon and
trust in the character factor of the interpersonal trust
measure.

Hence the null hypothesis can not be rejected as

there does not appear to be a statistically significant
difference between the T-group orJentation and other ~roup
orient

ions with respect to the level of trust in the character

of the group.

TABLE XV
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: PURPOSE OF GROUPS
WITH RESPECT TO THE LEVEL OF INTERPERSONAL TRUST
VARIABLE

GROUP EXPERTNESS MEAN
D.F.

107.0110

?G.75?7

10

196.1580

19.6158

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

303.1689

WITHIN GROUPS

VARIABLE

45.0200

10

381. 7107

38.1711

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

561. 7905

VARIABLE

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

4

815.7156

203.9289

10

1395. 472L1

139.5 1172

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

2211.1880

SOURCE
WITHIN GROUPS

p

<- 05

p(.01

l •

ibll

F RATIO

1.179

GROUP DYNAMISM MEAN
D.F.

==

MEAN SQUARE

180.0789

WITHIN GROUPS

==

SUM OF SQUARES

4

SOURCE

F RATIO

GROUP CHARACTER MEAN
D.F.

*

MEAN SQUARE

Li

SOURCE

**

SUM OF SQUARES

F RATIO

1. 461

Hypothesis 16 - Long-term work groups and
work groups should show a
greater evaluation of the
problem-solving abilities
groups.

Short term
si.[\nl ficanl ly
group's
than all other

An analysis of Table XVI reveals that there is no significant relationship between a particular group orientation and
the evaluation of the group's problem-solving abilities.
Therefore, the null hypothesis can not be rejected as Lonu;term and Short-term work groups do not appear to evaluate
their group's problem-solving abilities sl~nlLlcantJy e,i>cate1·
than the other group orientations.
Hypothesis

17 -

Long-term work groups and Short-term
work groups should show sl[\rdficant l y
greater levels of group productlvity
than all other groups.

An analysis of Table XVII reveals that there

are no

significant relationships between a particular group orientation and any of the factors of the group productivity measure.
There

re, the null hypothesis can not be rejected as it does

not appear that the Long-term and Short-term groups are more
productive than any of the other group orientations.

It

appears that there is no significant relat1.onslnp between a
group orientation and any of the measures of group productivity
that were used in this study.
Summary of Results
This experimental study sought to investigate the
effects of a number of independent variables for individuals
and for groups upon the relevant dependent variables.

In

terms of the effects of the independent variables corresponding
to individuals, no s J t3,nj f'i cant

1•c~-;

Ls we l 'C'

l'ollnd

l'() 1· L hl' hy pot hc\sos

corresponding to the proposed relationships between the satisfac-

TABLE XVI
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE· PURPOSE OF GROUPS
WITH RESPECT TO rrl-IE EVJ\LUA l1ION OF1 rl1I1E
GROUP'S PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITIES
1

D.F.

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

4

105.6245

26.4061

WITHIN GROUPS

10

292.6909

29.2691

BETWEEN GROUPS

14

39 8. 315 1i

SOURCE

**

p
p

<. 05
<. 01

F RATIO

0.902
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TABLE XVII
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
PURPOSE OF GROUPS
WITH RESPECT TO THE LEVEL OF GROUP PRODUCTIVITY
VARIABLE

GROUP TIME IN SECONDS
D.F.

SOURCE

113658.8750

37886.2915

10

419162.0000

46573.5557

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

532820.8750

VARIABLE
SOURCE

MEAN SQUARE

254.2369

84.7756

10

476.7500

52.9722

BETWEEN GROUPS 14

731.0769

VARIABLE
SOURCE
WITHIN GROUPS

4

10

BETWEEN GROUPS 11-t
p<.05
P<-01

0.813

F RATIO
1. 600

GROUP PRODUCTIVITY RATIO
D.F.

=
=

SUM OF SQUARES

4

WITHIN GROUPS

F RATIO

GROUP CORRECTNESS SCORE
D.F.

*

MEAN SQUARE

4

WITHIN GROUPS

**

SUM OF SQUARES

SUM OF SQUARES

MEAN SQUARE

0.0130

0.0043

0

0.0053

0.0609

1 RN1.110
11

O.f118
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tion of an individual's interpersonal behavioral needs and
the individual's trust in a particular dimension of the group.
A significant finding was discovered between the satisfaction of an individual's wanted and total control need and
his/her trust in the dynamism of the group, such that the
greater the satisfaction of an individual's control need,
the greater the individual's trust in the dynamism of the group.
In addition, no significant relationship was found between
the satisfaction of an individual's interpersonal behavioral
needs and his/her evaluation of the Broup'a problem-soJvin~
abilities.
The independent variable of member attendence had significant effects upon the dependent variables.

The hypotheses

proposed a positive and significant relationship between member
attendence and both trust in the group and evaluation of the
group's problem-solving abilities.

The results confirm these

hypotheses, such that full attending members hold a greater
trust in the dynamism of the group and evaluate their grou's
problem-solving abilities significantly higher than partial
attending members.
The hypotheses corresponding to the effects of ~roup
intactness upon the relevant dependent variables were not
confirmed.

A trend was noted of a positive relationship

between group intactness and trust in the expertness of the
group, such that intact groups have a greater trust in the
expertness of the e,roup than non-J nt<1c t g1·oups, but the
result is not statistically sig,nlfic.'.rnt Jt the cl'it1.cnl
rejection level of .01.
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The findings with respect to the effects of g,1·oup
orientations, or purposes, upon the dependent variables do not
confirm the initial hypotheses.

Nevertheless, important

statistically significant results were reported between the
group orientations and the satisfaction of the interpersonal
behavioral needs for inclusion and affection, such that
certain groups have these needs met significantly more than
other group orientations.

Although the results do not confirm

the hypothesized relationships proposed, they are statistically significant and hence are important findings for
this study.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The discussion of results presented in this chapter is
organized in terms of the four independent variables:

(1)

the satisfaction of interpersonal behavioral needs, (2) member
attendence, (3) group intactness, and (4) group orlcntatlon.
The correlations between these research variables and the
dependent va1~iables will be dlscussc·d l)('lt)\\f.

'l'ilL' cll)nln~':

section of this chapter will present suggestions for future
research efforts.
Satisfaction of Interpersonal Needs
1

As noted in Chapter III the satisfaction of group members'
interpersonal behavioral needs was not significantly related
to the dependent measures in the hypothcsl:~od d \ l'l'C L \ 01w.

,

There is no positive relationship between the satisfaction of
an individual group member's inclusion need and the individual's
trust in the dynamism of the group.

Furthermore, there is no

positive relationship between the satisfaction of group members'
control needs and trust in the expertness of the ~roup.

Finally,

there is no positive relationship between the satisfaction of
group members' affection needs and trust in the character of
the group.
There was a significant relationship between the satisfaction of group members' wanted and total control needs and
trust in the dynamism of the group.

Those members whose control

needs were satisfied exhibited a higher trust in the dynamism
89
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of the group than those members whose control needs were not
satisfied.

This suggests that the most important aspect of

the group experience for members is the perception of the
degree of activeness-passiveness of their groups.

Given a

situation where groups have started to form and work on lheirproblems and tasks, the perception of whether the group is
progressing at all would appear to be the crucial variable
operating in the situation.

That is, groups which are actively

progressing toward their goals appear lo have their membe1•s'
control need satisfied more than pass1vc c,roups.

'I'hus the

satisfaction of group members' control needs is significantly
correlated with perceptions of the degree of dynamism in the
group.
No significant relationship was found between the satisfaction of group members' jnterperson~l behnvlornl nc0ds nnd
members' evaluation of their groups' problem-solving abilities.
In addition, no significant relationship was discovered
between the satisfaction of members' interpersonal behavioral
needs and the level of group productivity.

This suggests

that although some group members hive their interpersonal needs
met significantly more than other members, neither the perceptions of the group's problem-solving abiljties nor the actual
level of group productivity if affected by the degree of member
need-satisfaction.
In summary, the satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral
needs did not correlate with the dependent varjab]es in the
predicted directions.

This suggests that the satisfaction of

group members' interpersonal needs is not significantly related

:) L

to either perceptions of interpersonal trust, perceptions of
a group's problem-solving abilities, or to the level of group
productivity.

It can thus be concluded that the satisfaction

of group members' interpersonal behavJoral ne0ds do not sjr:nlficantly affect the research variables that were of importance
to this experimental study.
Member Attendence
As noted in Chapter III member attendence had signifjcant
effects upon the dependent variables.

'11 here we1'e no signl f'icant

differences between full attending members of intact groups
and full attending members of non-intact groups with respect
to the satisfaction of group members' interpersonal behavioral
needs.

This suggests that members are able to attain satisfac-

tion of their interpersonal needs from a g1·oup o l' pcop1C'
regardless of the relative degree of attendence by the other
members of the group.

There were no significant differences

between intact and non-intact groups for full attendint-.; members
in terms of the satisfaction of their in~erpersonal needs.
There was a significant difference between full attending
members and partial attending members with respect to perceptions of interpersonal trust.

Full attending members differed

significantly from partial attending members with respect to
perceptions of trust in the dynamism of the group, with full
attending members rating their groups significantly higher
on the dynamism dimension of the interpersonal trust scale
than partial attending members.

This suggests that dynamism

is again a key variable operati0g in the early development of
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groups.

In this respect, those members who attended all

group sessions perceived their groups as being more active
than those members who had missed at least one session.
This suggests that those members who attended all sessions
believe their groups to be progressjng more octjvely townrct
their goals than those members who did miss a session.

Again

dynamism, or the degree of activeness-passiveness of the
group, is shown to be an important v ...1 ri,J b le i 11 the

C',11·1 ~r

formation of e,roup work.
Full attending members also rated the evalnation of their
groups' problem-solving abilities as being significantly
higher than partial attending members.

This would appear

to be in accordance with the finding above with respect to
differences in perceptions of dynamism, such that members who
attended all group sessions perceive theJ_r groups to be movjng
actively toward the accomplishment of their goals and thus
evaluate their groups' problem-solving abilities as significantly higher than those members who missed at least one
session.

Thus, these findings suggest that full attending

members perceive their groups to be better able to meet the
task demands of the environment significantly more than those
members who only partially attended the group sessions.
In summary, member attendence was shown to have important
implications with respect to the dependent variables.

Member

attendence was shown to be significantly related to perceptions of trust in the group and to members' evaluation of their
groups' problem-solving abilities in the predicted direction.
Thus, the variable of member intactness has important effects

upon the research variables that were part of this study.
Group Intactness
As noted in Chapter III group intactness was not significantly related to the dependent variables of this study.
Intact groups did not differ significantly in terms of perceptions of interpersonal trust from non-intact groups.
There was a significant difference between intact and non-Intact
group s wit h re s p e c t t o p c r c e p t i. on s o r· t h C'

(, )..

p t, 1, Ln t.' ~, :-:. d l III l ' 1, l n n

of the interpersonal trust scale for Long-term work groups in
the predicted direction, but this flnd1-ng was not evldenl,
for any of the other group orientations.

Intact groups did

rate their groups as being significantly higher in perceptions of trust in the expertness dimension of their groups,
but the lack of congruence between this finding and the results
for the other group orientations suggests that this finding
may be a spurious one.

Therefore, there appears to be no

significant and positive relationship between g,roup lntactness
and perceptions of interpersonal trust.
There were no significant differences between intact and
non-intact groups with respect to perceptions of groups'
problem-solving abilities.

This finding suggests that group

intactness does not significantly afrect the perceptlon of
group problem-solving abilities.

Both intact and non-intact

groups tended to rate their groups as being abJe to solve
their groups' problems adequately.

Thus, tsroup intactness is

not significantly related to this dependent variable.
There were no significant differences between intact and
non-intact groups with respect to the level of fsroup productivity.

Intact groups did better in terms of the ratio me~surc for
Short-term work groups than non-intact groups but the lack
of congruence between this finding and the results for the
other group orientations suggests that there are no significant differences between intact and non-intact groups with
respect to their level of group productivity.
In summary, the variable of group intactness did not
correlate significantly with the dependent variables that
were of importance to this study.

While the variable of

member attendence did have significant relationships with
the dependent variable, the nature of the groups' attendence
did not correlate significantly with those variables.
Group Orientation
As noted in Chapter III there were no significant
differences between group orientations with respect to the
dependent variables in the hypothesized directions.

Never-

theless, there were some important statistical differences
between group orientations with respect to the dependent
variables.
In terms of the satisfaction of the interpersonal need
for inclusion, the Experimental and the Short-term work
groups had their inclusion need met signifjcantly more than
any of the other group orientations.

This suggests that the

Experimental groups, which had been told that they were part
of an experimental study, felt included in the designs of
the research project, such that they had an "insiders" viewpoint.

The Short-term work groups, with their emphasis upon

presenting a final project in a relatively sho1·t peP1.od of
time, were able to meet their inclusion needs in order to

effectively work on their tasks.

Subsequent interviews with

the members of these groups found that the work load had
been distributed efficiently, thus including all the members
in the tasks that the group faced.

In this respect, these

two group orientations had their inclusion needs met significantly more than any other group orientations.
There were no significant differences between group
orientations with respect to the satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral need for control.

However, there were

significant differences between group orientations with
respect to the satisfaction of the affection needs.

Experi-

mental groups had this need met significantly more than any
of the other group ,orientations for the expressed affection
dimension.

In terms of the wanted affection need, Experimental

and the Long-term work groups had this need met si~nificantly
more than all other group orien~ations.

Finally, Experime11tal

groups had their total affection need met significantly more
than any of the other group orientations.

Thus the Experimental

groups seem to have their affection needs met significantly
more than all other group orientatlons.

The reasons for this

are not clear but additional research should be able to probe
into the nature of the differences between Broup orientations.
There were no significant differences between group
orientations with respect to perceptions of interpersonal
trust.

Thus it appears that the nature of the group orienta-

tions do not affect the group members' perceptions of trust
for their particular groups.

There is no significant relation-

ship between group orientations and perceptions of interpersonal
trust.

Finally, there were no significant differences between
group orientations with respect to either perceptions of
the groups' problem-solving abilities or the levels of group
productivity.

This suggests that there is no inherent

relationship between a particular group orientation and
these two dependent measures.
In summary, the variable of group orientation was shown
to have important effects upon the dependent variables.
Although these results were not in the p1•edicted dlrectlons,
they represent important statistical differences between
group orientations.

Thus the nature of group orientations

is such to orient their members toward certain effects, and
this study was revealed some of those effects.
Concluding Summary
The results cast

doubts upon the original hypotheses

and the relationships that were proposed to exist.

The

satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral needs was not
significantly related to the dependent variables in the
predicted directions.

Second, the variable of member attendence

did prove to have important effects upon the dependent
variables in the predicted directions.

This lends support

to the belief that absenteeism has important effects upon
members' perceptions of group interactions and events.
Third, the variable of group intactness was shown to have
no significant relationship to the dependent variable.

Thus

while the member attendence variable was important to the
results of this study, the effects of this variable for groups
was not.

Finally, the variable of group orientations was
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shown to have important effects upon the dependent variables.
Although these results was not in the proposed rti1·ect1ons,
they do show important statist cal differences between the
group orientations.

Thus, this study found that while the

maJor hypotheses corresponding to the satisfaction of interpersonal needs were not confirmed, the important environmental
variables of member attendence and group orientations did
significantly affect the results of this study.

In conclusion,

the study shows the inadequacy of some ut' tlle 0PJ2,i11ul
hypotheses while pointing out that there are important
statistical findings which need to be explored in future
research attempts.
Future Research Suggestions
The results of this study suggest several different
approaches or improvements that could be made in future
studies.

First, the next step in developing any sort of

practical theoretical position wotlld be to test the varlables
used

this study in actual ongoing groups.

The groups that

were used in this experiment came from the university environment in which the groups were formed for the purposes of the
course work.

Research needs to be directed toward how the

satisfaction of the interpersonal behavioral needs affects
the dependent variables in "natural" groups which have been
formed on their own volition.

This shou

enable future

research efforts to analyze how the satisfaction of interpersonal needs affects actual groups that operate.
Second, the present study used d1.fferent populations to
test the effects of the independent variables.

Thus, three

different types of classes were used, and diffe1'ent subJ ects
may enroll in the different courses.

This suggests that

future research must be careful to use similar populations
for the testing of the effects of the independent variables,
such that the results become more clear and more consistent
within subject populations.

There may be inherent dJCfcPences

between students who take the three courses and this e

ct

'

should be minimized in future research efforts.
Third, the pres

study con Cou11dc•d Llle

_t

n r·1uc11ec

c)

I'

the instructor variable with the group orientation variable.
Thus five different instructors were used in the present
study.

Although the groups were formed at the beginning of

the semester two minimize the effects of the lnstructor
variable, it may have played a part in the results and may
have confounded the effects of the group orientation variable.
Future research efforts needs to make sure that there are
no confounding variables present in the research proJect.
By working with ongoing groups wlnch have fol'llwd voJ un tm· Uy,
this should enable future researchers to minimize effects of
the instructor variable.
Fourth, additional time is needed for the groups to
develop as the present research proJect tended to use a
relatively small period of t1~e in which the Broups were
allowed to meet.

Thus the question becomes, "How mucll of a

chance did the groups have to develop and meet their interpersonal needs?"

Since the present study allowed only four

group meetings, it is questionable how much time the groups
did have to meet and satisfy their needs.

The influence of
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the dynamism variable would seem to imply that the groups
had not gone past the initial stages of development; that
is, a concern with whether the group was progressing actively
or not.

Future research efforts must be focused upon allowin&

the groups a significant amount of time to develop and meet
in order to observe the effects desired.
In general, future research efforts should be conducted
which increases our understanding of how group members have
their interpersonal needs satisfJ.ed wJ.th Lhc crl'ccts t,ha.t
this has upon relevant dependent variables.

While the

present study does indicate some areas that appear to be
involved in these effects future research should continue
to pinpoint these areas of concern.

APPENDIX A
Schutz's (1966) Fundamental Interpersonal
Relations Orientation - Behavior Form (FIRO-B)
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Introduction to
Schutz's Fundamental Interpersonal Relations
Orientation - Behavior (FIRO-B)
"FIRO" stands for "Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation . "

It s

himself

fies the bas 1 c

1

de a that every p Gr so 11 o 1•l l: n t, s

characteristic ways toward other people, and that

knowledge of these orientations allows for considerable understanding of individual behnv1.or nnd the intt)1•~1ct,lL1n

0r

pc'1..1 plt'.

Work leading toward the theory began in 1952 at the Naval
Research

oratory in Washington, D.C., wlth tho System~,

Coordination Division on the performance of a Combat Information
Center aboard ship.

Form this beginning the work moved to

the Systems Analysis Department of Tufts Col

and later to

the Social Relations Department at Harvard.
The major premise of
people--and each person, from childhood on, develops a fundament

interpersonal re

ions orientation.

Schutz posited

three fundamental dimensions of interpersonal behavior-inclusion, control, and affection.

His analysis of the results

of a large number of research studies--parental, clinicla,
small group--shows covergence in their discovery of the importance of these three areas, and demonstrates how a measure
of these three variables can be used both to test a wide
variety of hypotheses about interpersonal relations and to
understand and predict interpersonal behavior.
Each

these three areas can be divided into two parts--

the behavior characteristic of each need which the individual
actively expressed toward others, and the degree to which he

I (l.'

wishes such behavior to be directed toward him.
Inclusion concerns the entrance into associations with
others.

The need for inclusion involves being able to be

interested in other people to a sufficient degree and feeling
that others are satisfactorily interested in oneself.

!3ehavlor

aimed at gaining inclusion is seen as an attempt to attract
attention and interest.
The need to control is felt in interactions involving
control and power.

It includes a need to be able to respect

the competence of others and to be respected by 0Lllc1' 1w0ph).
It is the need to feel adequate and reliable.

Control behavior

implies decision making, and is implied in such terms as
"Authority," "influence," "Dominance," nsubmissive," and
"leader."
Affection, unlike inclusion :ind control,
between two people (at a time).

OC'Cll1'S

p1•\11w1·!ly

It includes the need to love

and be loved, and to feel lovable.

It is implied in the terms

"positive fee lings," "caring," "cool," "hate,

11

and

11

emotionally

involved."
In order to have satisfactory interpersonal relatlonships,
according to Schutz, the individual must establish in each
of these three areas a balance between the amount of behavior
he actively expresses and the amount he receives (or desires
to receive) from others.
FIRO-B was designed to measure the individual's expressed
behavior toward others (e) and the behavior he wants from
others (w) in the three areas of interpersonal need.
therefore, six scales:

It has,

expressed inclusion (el), wanted

.L ~) _)

inclusion (wI), expressed control (eC), wanl,ed conli·ol (wC),
expressed affection (eA), and wanted affection (wA).

The

test includes nine items for the measurement of each of these
six variables.

The items are scored according to the Guttman

method of cumulative scale analysis.

For each variable the

respondent is assigned a score equal to the numbel' or ltcmt,
accepted (marked on the accepting side of the midpoint on
the scale e.g., in item #2, either "usually," "often," or
"sometimes.")

Items for each variable are scattered through-

out the questionnaire; sorting of items for each variable
must be done by use of the followine, code sheet.

1\ complete'

matrix of relevant interpersonal data according to the FIRO-B
system is presented in an additional page.
In his book (Schutz (1958) Fundamental Interpersonal
Relations Orientators) he presents considerable supporting
evidence on the reliability and validity of this scnlc
(pp. 66-80).
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FIR0-B
Name
-------Date

--------

For each statement below, decide which of the following answers
best applies to you.
Place the number of the answer in the box
at the left of the statement.
Please be as honest as you can.
1) usually, 2) often, 3) sometimes, 4) occasionally, 5) rarely,
6) never.

1.

I try to be with people.

2.

I let other people decide what to do.

3.

I join social groups.

4.

I try to have close relationships with people.

5.

I tend to join socL1l OPC)G.nl•_,nl.ions when l have an
opportunity.

6.

I let other people strongly influence my actions.

7.

I try to be included in informal social activities.

8.

I try to have close, personal relationships with people.

9.

I try to include other people in my plans.

10.

I let other people control my actions.

11.

I try to have people around me.

12.

I try to get close and personal with people.

_ _13.
14.
_ _15.

16.

When people are dojng things together T tend to join them.
I am easily led by people.
I try to avoid being alone.
I try to participate in group activities.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the
follmdng ans,,;ers.
1) most people, 2) m~rny people, 3) some
people, 4) a feH people, 5) one or t·wo people, 6) nobody.

_ _17.

I try to be friendly to people.

8.

I let other people decide what to do.

9.

My personal relations with people are cool and distant.

20.

I let other people take charge of thlnBS.

21.

I try to have close relationships with people.

22.

I let other people strongly infJuence my actions.

_ _ 23.
24.

_ _25.
26.
_ _ 27.

I try to get close and personal with people.
I let other people control my actions.
I act cool and

stant with people.

I am easily led by people.
I try to have close, personal relationships with
people.

For each of the next r:ro1.1p or stntcrncnt~~, C'h0or~0 one or· t,h0
following answers· 1) most people, 2) ma.ny peop Le, 3) some
people, 4) a few people, 5) one or two people, 6) nobody.

28.
_ _ 29.
0.
____ l.

I like people to invite me tot
I like people to act close and personal with me.
I try to influence strongly other people's actions.
I like people to invite me to join them jn Lhcdr
activities.

2.

I like people to act cJose toward me.

3.

I try to take charge of things when I am with people.

_ _ 34.

I like people to include me in their activities.

____ 5.

I like people to act cool and distant toward me.

---~ 6.

I try to have other people do things the wc1y L want
them done.

7.
38.
9.
40.

I like people to ask me to partic
activities.

ate ln thelr

I like people to act friendly toward me.
I like people to invite me to participate in their
activities.
I like people to act distant toward me.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the
following answers: 1) usually, 2) often, 3) sometimes, l!)
occasionally, 5) rarelv, 6) never.
41.

I try to be the dominant person when I am with people.

l Ol)

42.

I like people to invite me to things.

_ _ 43.

I like people to act close toward me.

44.

I try to have other people do things I want done.

45.

I like people to invite me to join their activltles.

46.

I like people to act cool and distant toward me.

47.

I try to influence strongly other people's actions.

48.

I like people to include me in their activities.

_ _ 49.

I like people to act close and personal w1th me.

_ _ 50.

I try to ta.kc cha.1'ge of Lhl11e,s wllc11 1 '111 wlt.,11 pcopl0.

51.

I like people to invite me to participate in their
activities.

52.

I like people to act distant toward me.

_ _ 53.

I try to have other people do things the way I want
them done.

__ 54.

I take charge of things when I'm with peoplo.
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Name - - - - - - - Date
For each statement below, decide which of the following answers
Place the number of the answer in the box
best applies to you.
Please be as honest as you can.
statement.
the
of
left
at the
4) Occasionally, 5) Rarely,
Sometimes,
3)
Often,
2)
1) Usually,
or 6) Never.
1.

I will try to be with people from this group.

2.

I will let other people in this group decide what

to do.

3.

I will join social groups formed from this group.

4.

I will try to have close relationships with people
in this g,roup.

5.

I will tend to join socjal organizations formed from
this group when I have an opportunity.

6.

I will let other people in this group strongly
influence my actions.

7.

I will try to be included in this group's informal
social activities.

8.

I will try to have close, personal relatlonshJ ps
with people in this group.

9.

I will try to include other people in this group in
my plans.

10.

I will let other people in this group control my actions.

11.

I

12.

I

_ _ 13.

will try to have people from this group around me.

will try to e;et close and personal wltll pcop1o ln
this group.

When people in this group c1re doing things together
I will tend to join them.

14.

I Nill be easily led by peopJ ," in this

15.

I will try to avoid being alone in this group.

16.

I will try to participate in this group's activities.

S,l'L"1 llp.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the
1) Most people, 2) Many people, 3) Some
following answers:
people, 4) A few people, 5) one or two people or 6) Nobody.
_ _17.

I will try to be friendly with people in thls group.

1 UCJ

18.

_ _19.

I will let other people in this group decide what

to do.

My personal relations with people in this group will
be cool and distant.

20.

I will let other people in this group take charge
of things.

21.

I will try to have close relationships with people
in this group.

22.

I will let other people in this group strongly
influence my actions.

23.

I will try to get close and pe1-so1rnl with pcopJe -in
this group.

24.

I will let other people in this group control my
actions.

_ _ 25.
26.

_ _ 27.

I will act cool and distant with people in this e,ronp.

I will be easily led by people in this group.
I will try to have close, personal relationships with
people in this group.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the
following answers:
1) Most people, 2) Many people, 3) Some
people, 4) A few people, 5) one or two people, or 6) Nobody.

28.

_ _ 29.

I will like people in this group to invite me to
things.

I will like people in this grou~ to act close and
personal with me.

30,

I will try to influence strongly other group member's
actions.

31.

I will like people in this group to invite me to Join
them in their activities.

_ _ 32.

I will like people in this group to act close toward
me.

_ _ 33.

I will try to take charge of things when I am with
people in this group.

34.
_ _ 35,

I will like people in this group to include me in
their activities.
I will like people to act cool and distant toward me.,
(people in this f;l'oup)
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---··· 6.

I will try to have other people in this group do
things the way I want them done.

__ 37.

I will like people in this group to ask me to
participate in their activities.

_ _ 38.

I will like people in this group to act friendly
toward me.

_ _ 39.

I will like people in this group to invite me to
participate in their activities.

40.

I will like people in this group to act distant
toward me.

For each of the next g,roup of statements, chooGC' one· or· the
following answers:
1) Usually, 2) Often, 3) Sometimes, lJ)
Occasionally, 5) Rarely, or 6) Never.

41.

I will try to be the dominant person when I
people in this group.

42.

I will like people in this group to invite me to things.

- -43.

am with

I will like people in this group to act close toward
me.

44.

I will try to have other people in this group do
things I want done.

_ _ 45.

I will like people in this group to invite me to

46.

I
11 like people in this group to act cool and
distant toward me.

__ 47.

join in their activities.

I will try to influence strongly other people's
actions in this group.

48.

I
11 like people in this group to include me in
their activities.

_ _ 49.

I will like people in this group to act close and
peronal with me.

___ 0.

I will try to take charge of things when I am with
people in this group.

--- 1.

I will like people in this group to invite me to
participate in their activities.

--- 2.

I will like people in this group to act distant toward
me.

LIJ

_ _ 53.

I will try to have other people in this group do
things the way I want them done.

_ _ 54.

I will take charge of things when I am with people
in this group.
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Name
-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_Group
_
For each of the statements below, decide which of the following
answers best applies to you.
Place the number of the answer
in the box at the left of the statement.
Please be as honest
as you can.
1) Usually, 2) Often, 3) Sometimes, 4) Occaslonally,
5) Rarely, or 6) Never.
1.

I have tried to be with people r1•om thls t)L oup.

2.

I have let other people in this group deci
to do.

3.

I have joined social groups formed fi>om this ,:>:1'onp.

4.

I have tried to have close relationships wlth peop

5.

I tended to Join social orE:,anizCttlons roPmcd rrom
this group when I had an opportunity.

6.

I have let other people in this group strongly
influence my actions.

7.

I have tried to be included in this group's informal
social activities.

8.

I have tried to have close, personal relationships
with people in this c;ronp.

9.

I have tried to include other people in this group
in my plans.

0.

I have let other people in this group control my
actions.

1.

I have tried to have people from this ~roup around
me.

12.

I have tried to Get close and personal with people
in this gr'oup.

_ _ 13.
14.

_ _15.
16.

1

what

in this group.

When people in this group were doing things together
I have tended to Join them.
I have been eas1-ly led by people ln tlus £jroup.
I have tried to avoid being alone in this group.
I have tried to participate in this group's activities.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one or the
following answers:
1) Most people, 2) Many people, 3) Some
people, 4) A few people, 5) One or two people, or 6) Nobody.

_ _17.

I have tried to be friendly with people in this group.

8.

I have let other people in this group decide what to

9.

My personal relations with people in this group have
been cool and distant.

do.

2 O.

I have let other people in t lns
things.

21.

I have tried to have c
in this group.

22.

I have let otner p2ople in tlns
influence my acti.ons.

_ _ 23.

24.
_ _ 25.

e, roup

take.· c hn l'[\C

or

se relationships with people
~·:.r•L)UP

st

h)ll~'.. 1 y

I have tried to get close and personal with people
in this group.
I have let other people in this group control my
actions.
I have acted cool and distant with people in this
group.

26.

I have been easily led by people in this group.

27.

I have tried to have close, personal relatjonshlps
with people in this group.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the
following answers.
1) Most people, 2) many people, 3) Some
people, 4) A few people, 5) One or two people, or 6) Nobody.

28.

I have liked people in this group to invite me to
t
ngs.

_ _ 29.

I have liked people in this group to act close and
personal with me.

____ O.

I have tried to influence strongly other group
member's actions.

1.

I have liked people in this group to invite me to
join them in their activities.

2.

I have liked people in thls group to act close
toward me.

33.

I have tried to take charge of things when 1 was
with people in this group.

4.

I have liked people in this group to include me
in their activities.

j_] j

5.

I have liked people in this group to act cool and
distant toward me.

6.

I have tried to have other people in this Broup do
things the way I want them done.

37.

I have liked people to ask me to participate in
their activities (
le in this group).

8.

I have liked people in this group to act friendJ.y
toward me.

9.

I have liked people in this group to invite me to
participate in their activities.

40.

I have Jlkcd pc0pJe in thlf;
toward me.

1\1 1 01,p

Lt1 :1t~L di:-.t·.:lnL

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the
following answers: 1) Usually, 2) Often, 3) Sometimes, 4)
Occassionally, 5) Rarely, 6) Never
41.

I have tried to be the dominant person when I have
been with people in this group.

42.

I have liked people in this group to invite me to
things.

_ _ 43.
44.

I have liked people in this group to act close
toward me.
I have tried to have other people in this group do
things I wanted done.

_ _ 45.

I have liked people in this group to invite me to
join in their activities.

46.

I have liked people in this group to act cool and
distant toward me.

__ 47.

I have tried to influence strongly other people's
actions in this group.

48.

I have liked people in th
their activities.

49.

I have liked people in this group to act close and
personal with me.

group to include me in

---- 0.

I have tried to take charge of things when I have
been with people in this group.

---- 1.

I have liked people in this group to invite me to
participate in their activities.

J lG

2.

I have liked people to act distant toward me in
this group.

- - - 3.

I have tried to have other people do thJn~s the
way I have wanted them done in this group.

4.

I have taken charge of things when I have been
with people in this group.
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11B
FIRO-B
SCORING SHEET
Instructions:

Put an 11 X 11 in front of each item scored as
For each column add the X's to
indicated.
obtain scores for FT, PC, Fl\, WT, WC, Wl\.

Inclusion
Item
E

1.

p
R
E

5.

X

s
s

E

s

3.

7.

9.

11.
13.
15.
16.

Scores
1,2,3
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4
1,2,3
1,2
1,2
1,2
1
1

Inclusion
em

w
A

N

T

s

28.

31.

34.

42.
45.

48.

51.

37.

39.

Scores
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1
1

==
HIGH
9
MEDIUM=
6
== 0-2
LOW

Affection

Control
Item

30.

33.
44.

47.

41.
36.

50.
53.
54.

Scores
1,2,3
1., 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1,2,3
1,2,3,4
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

Control
Item
2.

6.

22.
18.
20.
10.
14.

24.
26.

Scores
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,LI
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,!1

l,2,3

1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3

Item
4.

8.

17.
21.
2 3.
27.
19.
25.
12.

Scores
1,2
1,2
1,2
l,2
1,2
1,2

4,5,6
4, 5, 6

1

Affection
ltem

29.

32.
2 8.
43.
LI

6.

35.

40.
52.

119.

Scores
1,2
1,2
1,2
1

5,6
S,6
5,6
5,6

1,2
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I I}()

GTD--Form E (For Individuals or Groups)
The purpose of this questionnaire is to detePmine your atLitude
toward a specific other person or thG members of a spcclfled
group.
Fill out all of the following items with this one
person or group in mind (as instructed by the person in charge).
On the
llowing pages you will find a series of bipolar scales.
You are to describe the person (or group) in terms of intervals
on these scales.
Please make your responses in terms of what
these scales mean to you.
Here is how you are to use these scales:
If you
1 that the person (or group) you are describing is
very closely related to one end of the scale, you should
place your check mark as follows:
fair: x :
-

· unfair

- -- --

If you
1 that this person (or group) seems only slie;htly
related to one side as opposed to the other side (but is not
really neutral), then you should check as
llows:
strong:

X

- - . - - .- -

: weak

If this person (or group) seems only slightly related to one
side as oppos
to the other side (but is not really neutral),
then you should check as follows:
active: __ : __ : __ : __ :2-_: __ : __

passive

The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon
which of the two ends of the scale seem most chn1·nctori~;tJc
of the person (or group) you're judg,inr;.
Ii' you conslder the
person (or group) to be neutral on the scale, both sides of
the scale equally associated with the concept, then you should
place your check mark in the middle interval.
safe. - - ..-

IMPORTANT:

.
- .- - . -X- • - - . - - .- - · dangerous

(1) Place your check marks in the middle of spaces,
not on the boundaries
this not this
:

X

.

X:

( 2) Be sure you check every s cale--do not oud t any.
e
scale.

(3) Never put more than one check mark on

Work at fairly high speed through this test.
Do not worry or
puzzle over individual items.
It is your first 1mpression, the
immediate "feelings 11 about the items, that we want. On the
other hand, please do not be careless, because we want your true
impressions.
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SCHOLARLY
DISRESPECTFUL
UNKNOWLEDGEABLE
KIND
EMPHATIC
PASSIVE
FAST
MEEK

.

DISHONEST
AGGRESSIVE
UNINFORMED
TRAINED

.

.

EDUCATED
INTROVERTED
ENERGETIC
SELFISH

.

.

-. - - .-

.

.
..

.

.

.
..

.

. . -. -. . - .- .

.

-.- -.-.- - .- - .- .-

.

.

.

. . - -. -. ---

.

.

. . .
-.-.- .-

ILLOGICAL
AWFUL
RESERVED

CRUEL
HESJTAWI.1
ACTIVE
J\C1GRESS[VE

.

-.- -.-.-.- -

.
.
.
.
.
-.-.-.-.-.- .- HONEST

.. .. .. .. ..
-- - - - - UNAGGRESSIVE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-.-.-.-.- - .-

INFORMED

. - .- -. - . --. --

.
..
.. - · BAD
- -. - --

-.- .- · EXPERIENCED

.
.
. . . .
-.-.-.-.- .- .- UNEDUCATED
EXTROVERTED
-.- ..
..
rr 11,ED
.. - .- ---..
..
UNSELFISH
..
..
.
--------

INSINCERE

-.-.- -.- - - MORAL

PATIENT
INTELLIGENT

KNOWLEDGEABLE

LU NOHA.N'l'

SINCERE
IMMORAL

UN SCHOLARLY

.
. .
.
- -.-.-.- .- .. - SLOW

GOOD
INEXPERIENCED

.

.
.
. . . .
-.-.-.-.-.- .- RESPECTFUL

EXPERT
BOLD

.

-.-.-.-.- .- -

.

.

.

IMPATIEWL1

.

. . -. -. ----

UNINTELLIGENT

.
.
.
.
-.- -.-.- - .- LOGICAL

.

.

. ---- .- - -

NTCE

FRANK
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SCORING KEY FOR
GIFFIN TRUST DIFFERENTIAL (GTD-Form E)
llowing nine items are collected to score the factor of
The
expertness and are tallied as indicated:
1.

3.
9.
13.
14.

16.
17.
24.

25.

Scholarly - Unscholarly (7,6,5,11,·3,2,1).
Unknowledgeable - Knowledgeable (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Expert - Ignorant (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Uninformed - Informed (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Trained - Untrained (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Inexperienced - Experienced (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Educated - Uneducated (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Intelligent - lTnjntcl1ip,cnt (7,G,rs, 11,~,?,l).
'
Illogical - Logical (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).

The following, nine items are co] lccted lo score the' r~wto1· or
character (reliability plus intentions) and are tallied as
indicated:
2.

4.

11.
15.
20.

21.

22 .

23.

26.

Disrespectful - Respectful (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Kind - Cruel (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Dishonest - Honest (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Good - Bad (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Selfish - Unselfish (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Sincere - Insincere (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
I mm or a 1 - Mor a 1 ( l , 2 , 3 , 1I , 5 , 6 , 7 ) .
Patient - Impatient (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Awful - Nice (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).

The following nine items are collected to score the factor of
dynamism (activeness and frankness) and are tailled as
indicated:

5.
6.

7.
8.

10.

12.
18.

19.
27.

Emphatic - Hesitant (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Passive - Active (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Fast - Slow (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Meek - Aggressive (l.,2,3,1~,5,6,'1).
Bold - Timid (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Aggressive - Unaggressive (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Introverted - Extroverted (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).
Energetic - Tired (7,6,5,4,3,2,1).
Reserved - Frank (1,2,3,4,5,6,7).

APPENDIX G

Giffin and Patton's (1973)
Evaluation of Problem-Solving Behavior Form

,.) r.
-] r )

A Ratlng Scale of Problem Solvjn[1 Dch~vJor
Instructions:

Poor

On each bipolar scale indicate the de~ree to
which your group (as you see it) accomplishes
Use this scale as a
each identified behavior.
conceptual system for evaluation:
Fair

1

Average

Good

Excellent

3

2

5

Circle the appropriate evaluative code-number in front of
For example, if you believed that
each item of behavior.
the appropriate response to item f/-1 should be "poor" or
11
2 11 , it should be circled as this example:
1

@

3

4

5

( 1) We are careful to identify mutual concerns
of members.

Please respond to all of the followin~ items:

1

2

3

4

5

(2) This concern is identified before the

1

2

3

4

5

(3) If members differ in degree of concern, an

1

2

3

4

5

(4) If complementary concerns are not found,

1

2

3

4

5

(5) In problem analysis, existing conditions

1

2

3

4

5

(6) Both impelling and constraining forces are

1

2

3

4

5

(7) The desired condition (goal) is carefully

1

2

3

4

5

(8) Relevant, valid information ls secured when

1

2

3

4

5

(9) Various possible solutions or approaches are

1

2

3

4

5 (10) Creativity is achieved in seeking to identify

1

2

3

4

5 (11) Criteria for evaluating various proposed

problem is analyzed.

effort is made to identify complementary
concerns.
superordinate goals are sought.

are carefully compared with the specific
condition desired.
carefully identified for an identifjed
problem condition.
specified when a problem is analyzed.

needed.

carefully identified.

all possible approaches.

solutions e1.re cle:Jrly identj rj eel.

L2u

1

2

3

4

5 (12) Reasonable predictions are made regarding

1

2

3

4

5 (13) Agreement on the most desireable solution

1

2

3

4

5 ( 1 LI) A detailed plan o r actlon ls deve.Lopcd

1

2

3

4

5 (15) When resources not controlled

1

2

3

4

5 (16) Members of our group effectively employ

the effectiveness of each proposed approach.

to an identified problem is achieved.

once a problem-solution has been chosen.

by Olll' g,roup
are required, the attitudes of persons
controlling these resources are assessed.

techniques of advocacy in mobili-:inSp,'l',1~)l),,
~-- 1.."\li t- l'(\ 1 i ~--d l)
re\.1 li-i rt."'d Pt"'\~:_ t')l l l'(' t''
outside of our group.
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N0mc

Group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D E C I S I ON

F OR M

Instructions· You are a soace crew originally scheduled to
rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted surface of the
moon.
Due to mechanical difficulties, however, your ship
was forced to land at a spot some 200 miles from the rendezvous
point.
During re-entry and 1andjnr1,, rnllch or the" c"qulpmc--nt,
aboard was damaged and, since survival depends on re~chlnB
the mother ship, the most critical items available must be
chosen for the 200 mile trip.
Below are listed the 15 items
left intact and undamaged after landing.
Your task is to
rank order them in terms of their importance in allowing your
crew to reach the rendezvous point.
Place the number 1 by the
most important item, the number 2 by the second most important,
and so on through 15, the least Important.
Box of watches
Food concentrate

50 feet of mylon rope
Parachute silk
Portable heating unit
Two

.45 calibre pistols

One case of dehydrated Pet Milk
Two 100 lbs. tanks of oxygen
Stellar map (of the moon's constellation)
Life raft
Magnetic compass

5 gallons of water
Signal fla1,es
First aid kit containing inJection needles
Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter

APPENDIX I
Scoring Key for
National Aeronautics

& Space

Administration Exercise (NASA)
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KE Y
Instructions.
You are a member of a space crew originally
scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the lighted
surface of the moon.
Due to mechanical difficulties, however, your ship was forced to land at D spot some ;:100 miles
from the rendezvous point.
During re-entry and landjng,
much of the equipment aboard was damaged and, since survival
depends on reaching the mother ship, the most critical items
available must be chosen for the 200 mile trip. Below are
listed the 15 items left intact and undamaged after landing.
Your task is to rank order them in terms of their importance
for your crew in allowing them to reach the rendezvous point.
Place the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2
by the second most important, and so on through number 1 , he
least important.
Little or no use on moon

Box of matches

Supply daily food required

4

Food concentrate

Useful in tying injured together, help in climb

6

50 feet of nylon rope

Shelter against sun's rays

8

Parachute silk

Useful only if party landed
on dark side

_lL Portable heat

unit

lf-propulsion devices could
be made from them

11

Two

Food, mixed with water for
drinking

12

One case dehydrated Pet
Milk

.45 calibre pistols

Fills respirations requirement
One of principle means of
finding directions

Stellar map (of the moon's
constellation)

CO2 bottles for self-propulsion
across chasms, etc.

Life raft

Probably no magnetized poles,
thus useless
Replenishes loss by sweating,
etc.
Distress call when line of
sight possible

1L1

2
10

Magnetic compass

5 gallons of water
Signal Flares

Oral pills or inJection medicine
valuable

First aid kit containing
injection needles

Distress signal transmitter,
possible communication with
mother ship

Solar-powered FM receivertransmitter
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CARD #1
The lighted side of the moon's surface is of such great
heat that some form of protect Lon m~-iy be needed cie)J i 11s t
the sun's rays.
The dark side of the moon is so cold
that some form of heat may be needed to sustain life.

DO NOT SHOW THIS CARD TO ANY OTHER GROUP MEMBER.
SOME GROUP MEMBERS HAVE ALSO RECEIVED FALSE INFORMATION.

CARD #2
Often times people get injured while traveling on the
moon's surface and it ls necessary to glve them ::_:;orne
form of aid.
However, the equipment that astronauts use
makes it very difficult to give much substantial aid,
but there is still a need to make sure that some form
of minimum aid is available.

DO NOT SHOW THIS CARD TO ANY OTHER GROUP MEMBER.
SOME GROUP MEMBERS HJ\VE ALSO RECEIVED li ALSE lNl OHMJ\'l1 LON
1

11

CARD #3
Because the moon has no oxygen, it is impossible to use
devices which require oxygen.
However, the type of
flares that are used by the astronauts are made to be
able to be used on surfaces where there is no air, bnt
these flares have a very limited rane,c to th0m c111d a1·c
not able to be seen from very far away.

DO NOT SHOW THIS CARD TO ANY OTHER GROUP MEMBER.
SOME GROUP MEMBERS HAVE ALSO RECEIVED FALSE INFORMATION
CARD #4
In order to t1·avel on the moon, lt mc1y be 11cct's~a1'y to
use devices that are capable of propelling one through ,
the air.
The most useful device for accomplishing this
goal appears to involve items that e1.the1' create some form
of explosion or some form of jet spray.

DO NOT SHOW THIS CARD TO ANY OTHER GROUP MEMBER.
SOME GROUP MEMBERS HAVE ALSO RECEIVED FALSE INFORMATION.
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CARD #5
The
ure of the moon is different from that of earth.
In addition to having a lack of oxygen, there appears to
be differences in the force fie
that exjsts on the moon.
It is highly doubtful if there
sts any kind of magnetized
poles for the moon.
DO NOT SHOW THIS CARD TO ANY OTHER GROUP MEMBER.
SOME GROUP MEMBERS HAVE ALSO RECEIVED FALSE INFORMATION
CARD #6 (Distributed in 6-member groups)
The lighted s
of the moon's surface is of such
at
heat that some form of protection may be needed n~n111st
the sun's rays.
The dark side of the moon is so cold
that some form of
may be needed to sust
life.
DO NOT SHOW THIS CARD TO ANY OTHER GROUP MEMBER.
SOME GROUP MEMBERS HAVE ALSO RECEIVED FALSE INFORMATION.
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